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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY MORNING. =A 7, 1907. VOL. XXIV. NUMBER 22
STATEMENT OF
INVESTMENTS
iOWSLEY ASKS FdR ONE FROM
THE GLOBE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY.
WILES FILES MORE REASONS
UPHOLDING NEW TRIAL WANTED
PRINTERS OFFER GULPED DOWN•
THEIR SUPPORT STRONG DOSE
PLEDGE MORAL AND FINAN-
CIAL AID TO OTHER
UNIONISTS.
Will Help Painters and Carpenters to
Adjust Controversy With
the Contractors.
EMMA MARTIN TRIED TO END
HER EXISTENCE THIS
MORNING.
Was Woman Who Occupied House
of Sam Liebei Who Was Fined







Stock Will Be $t0000 Common and
$15,000 Preferred—The News-







Meetings of Missionary Qrganisa-
tions by the Ladies—Mrs. Fes-




FIGURES FOR WORK SO HIGH
QUESTION IS LEFT
OVER.
TENTH AND CLAY STREET
HOUSE GETS NEW ROOF
PROPERTY OF THE LATE MIL- The hearty moral and financial Emma Martin, of 1020 
North Tenth CONCRETE PAVEMENTS TO BE
TON H. INGRAM TO BE support of the union carpenters and street, took laudanum this morning The necessary papers are being Rev. Peter Fields of the Third LAID ALONG BROADWAY
SOLD By coma. painters' strike was pledged them about 1 o'clock with suicidal intent, drawn to amend the articles of incor- street Methodist church yesterday af- AND JEFFERSON.
yesterday by the members of the and at 3 o'clock the physicians had poration of the Register Newspaper ternoon finished erecting the huge
printers' union, w.laach held a meeting about finished working on her, and company by increasing the Capital boxgo foot, tent at sFifth and Jackson
B. H. Cobb Held to the Grand Jury for this purpose at the Centra
l Labor it is believed that she will be pulled stock to $30,000, of which $15,000 streets, where next Sunday the tent Secretary Taylor and Member Lang- '
at Mayfield on Charge of hall on North Fourth street. In of- through all right. Dr. 
Horace Riv- - will uif se common stock and $15,000 protracted meeting starts. Many
fcrittg their help the printers select- ers was called to attend her and preferred stock. electric lights have been put in and : 
staff of Board of Works Inspect-
Incest. ed Nineteenth Street.
ed a .committee of Louis P. Head, found the woman considerably under The present owners of the news- the tent will be a brilliant scene each
August 0. Keith and A. E. Stein the influence of the poisonous drug. paper will retain the entire amount evening.
In the suit of A. G. Owsley against to w
ork with the carpenters and She is tehwoman of the world of the common stock, while the is- Tonight the ladies of the congrega- Probabilities are the question of
the Globe Bank & Trust company and painters and see what aid they can who resided on 
Clay near Twelfth sue of preferred stock goes to other tion give an ice cream social at the overhauling and reconstructing the'
W. B. Smith, 'he plaintiff yesterday tender towards accomplishing the de- street until one week ago 
when her piersons. Improvements will be tent and the public is extended a cor- huge hose tower behind the Central
requested Judge Reed in the circuit sired end, that of getting the contrac- house burned down. She rented the made in the plant and this city given dial invitation etaoin shrdl etaoi m fire station or North Fourth street
court to compel the bank to rehder tors employing union painters and building from Samuel Liebel and a first class morning newspaper in dial welcome to be present..
the banQ claims to have made for ule of wages that increases the pay to get Leibel to make her move. He Orphan Children. 
will go over for some weeks, as last
evening on opening the bids the firea statement showing investments the carpenters to sign up the new ached- respectable people out that way tried every respect. An edition will leave
on the early morning trains so as to committee of the general council
1::`,Iwsley. upon whose account money of the unionists mentioned. ' refused, and several weeks ago war-
was drawn in handling the invest- The printers committee will hold a rants were taken out charging 
cover every point in the Purchase Rev.\ J. S. Chiles of the South found that the lowest proposal was
Third street Rescue Mission
of $2.000 he claims was drawn from line what policy it will pursue in try- bawdy purposes. The case was con - FEED BABES TO like to secure good home for, one 
for $422, and this being enenfotirciely too
mwausch
before nine o'clock.
ments. Owsley sues for the return meeting Sunday afternoon and out- Leibel with renting the property for has two orphan children he 
church
hd ract
his account by a check signed by W. ing to help the carpenters and paint- tinned and Monday night, May 20, being an eight year old boy, and the si 
awarded tn  rheir and  
estimation,
 matter l rt:nts.tatu
B. Smith. ers to reach an amicable adjustment the house caught fire and burned other a girl of four years 
quo until more bids are called for in
LARGE SERPENT.
by- die_ court to represent the absent into by the contractors refusing to been of incendiary nature. The next 
Tribe of Indians Who Indulge in Mopp of Poplar Bluff, M.o., are now 
order to see if the undertaking cannot
Hon. Jial S. Corbett was selected of the controversy they are thrown down, the origin believed to have ,Rev. Chiles and assistant, Rev,
defendant in the suit of Mary Vardc- accept the increased scale of wages. day Leibel was tried in the police 
Queer Kind of Worship.
conducting a revival meeting on 
be effected at less cost. The tower
man against 0. F. Vardeman. , "Red Row," in the North end of 
was erected' some years ago, and in a
Mr. Corbett was named to be the 
Another conference has been held court and fined for renting the
Eli Paso, Tex., May 28.—llespite the city, six conversions being affect- 
horizontal manner all the fire hose
attorney ad litim in the suit of the by 
the unionists out on the strike, place to the woman.
Globe Bank and Trutt company vs. 
and the contractors, but nothing was The female then moved down on the fact that a 
similar charge was ed and much good work acomplished. 
is stretched when coming in from a
fire to let the wirer drain out and the
Phoebe Riglesberger attained towards adjusting differ- North Tenth street. It 
is not known
Missionary Societies. 
hose dry. The sower has run down
The suit of Hart vs. Rudolph was ences. why she took the drug. 
grand jury some time ago, another
complaint has been fad with United The Wornn's Missionary society of 
into a partially delapidated condition
and the desire is to reconstruct it,
investigated and dismissed by a
continued, it being an appealed
PRICE OF GRAVES GO UP. PENCIL SKETCHES 
States District Attorney Lewellyn of the Broadway Methodist church will 
but thit will not be done at present.
station regarding some house rent
liti-
New Mexico that a tribe of Indians meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock atRudolph claims due him.
the church. 
The committe last night, during the
The plaintiff filed an amended mo General Cost of Living on Increase
in Pittsburg. Pa. 
Adopted by Committees and Will be in that territory are given to the
The Missionary society of the First and 
meeting held at the City Hall, award..
lion and reasons for a new trial in
the Paducah Traction company Miles
the proceeding of Harry L'hles vs
the recent ievestigation of Ike high
Pittsburg, Pa , May atii. • Fo;low ing The Odd Fellows' committee that
Submitted to Lodges.
.......— 
worship of an enormous serpent to
which is fed the n w-born babes in
which 'it is housed and carefully o'clock this afternoon at the pastor's The ordinance committee gathered
study.  The
Presbyterian church meets at 3 bid was the lowest, being $149•80.
ed the contract to Fowler & Wolf of
m  putting a
Clay 
news tre teti n• roof ustp:tniotnh.e TTehnetihr.
• is a leatherworker. and was alighting is arranging for reconstruction of the tended and guarded The complaint
Woman's Foreign
Tenor %sae street. when he was a special committee of the leiriOa- tucky, which was purchased by the alleges that a dozen families were
churches, are preparing to send dele-
Methodist 
tee last evening, and considered some
at the same time as the fire commit-
from a South Third street car near cost of living expenses in this city by school property at Fifth and Ken- was filed by a Catholic priest, who
societies of the local 
Missinoary
ono damages on account of the in-
verting suddenly. lie sued for $7.-
thrown to the ground by the car
In which to live. an announcement
t.ure, which found PittsburgAb be the lodges, have adopted the pencil
woo expensive city, is the ealutrY sketches drawn off by the architect,
providing for many changes inside 
segregated from several pueblas two
years ago and formed into a puebla
by, themselves. Although it is known 
gates to the convention to be held izvg 
be 
juries sustained. but lost his case on  made today by the cemetery as- the structure The committeemen that many children have. born plissionary societies of every tonere- 
new ordinances. It was discovered
that lastiil:apye‘oird when the c botarradctssado.s;4
trial, and now wants a second hear- sociations imposses even further bur- will submit the sketche4 to the Ingle- to these families. not 'a Cli-iTa-its ia ga"tion in the Memphis conference. 
Jefferson and Broadway between
For extension of the bitulithic outat Hickman, Ky. June 11-14, by the
has not yet been passed on by the 
side and Mangum lodges and Union be found in the pueblo. This led
Queen of Platform. 
Ninth. and Eleventh streets. that the
big. His application for a new trial dens in the increase of the price of _
court. 
graves.
Undertakers in the city today re- 
Encampment for adoption, and if af- the
with the result that he discovered
priest to press his investigations,
Joseph Cook. the eminent divine, 
authorities overlooked the matter of
ceived notice from cemetery officials 
firmed. preparations will be made
in an adobe house, isolated and after hearing Mrs. Susan S. Fes- 
passing measures st the same time
The Plaintiff asked the court 
to
for other alterations to be made.
senden, who is to speak at the Mc- 
calling for concrete pavements, curb
Broad-
take for confesaed hi' petition
against defendant in the suit of Hay; 
that beginning June t the price of
single graves would be advanced $2 
closely guarded, an enormous ser-
pent which is worshiped by the In- Cracken County W. C. T. U. con- 
and gutter along both sides of 
vs. Shelton. over the present rate. The burden SPARK IGNITED ROOF. dians of all the pueblos. and that tion in the Broadway Methodist w2Y 
and Jefferson from Ninth to
Real. estate was ordered sold in will fall heaviest on the poor, who every baby born in the small pueblo, church next Saturday, said: "She is 
Eleventh. This ordinance vrwas now,
1
leigh. administrator of Milton H. 
are accustomed to buy single graves. Blaze Burns Small Hole in Roof of
The increase will not affect the lot- Home Occupied by Dr. and, 
it is suspected, in many others, one of the very few queens of the bodies, ieof
ordered drawn up by the committee
for preoentation at next week•'s meet-
Ingram. against George Ingram and holders in the cemeteries. The reas- B. T. Hall. is fed to the serperO 
Maj. Lawellyn, platform. She has wonderful Intel- the contracts let.
the hcoiutncwiliii abode 
adopted,
de
others. Not enough money was left on assigned for the advance is the
rapidity with which the local "cities Sparks from a flue dropped onto 
having no jurisdiction, has filed the lectual balance, incisiveness and Another measure ordered drafted
In the estate to pay off the dead affidavit of the priest and other evi- force,n i   l  wo combinedan 
womanly 
withand brought in for adoption was that





near Jackson street, yesterday after- good taste, courage, alertness and 
providing for grading and paving Jar-
is ordered sold to derive more funds rapid advance in the valuation of the by Dr B. T. Hall on South Fourth ties, of expression. Her good judgment,
1 Detective T. J. Moore and Patrol-
noon at 3 o'clock, a .d ignited the Bolgor is Back. Fuccess are all of the highest order." 
rett street leading down to Mill street
to liquidate outstanding accounts. land. The ordinance creating the office
OLLIE JAMES, "WHEEL shingles, into which a good sized John Bolgor has given bond down
l-
man Lige Cross were each allowed 
of buildinw inspector was before the
80S74. for carrying boys , to .the re-
form school at Lexington last week. 
HORSE" AT FULTON hole had burned before the fire de- at Hollow Rock, Tenn. and return- 
ON GLORIOUS FOURTH 
Trust Conference Delayed. ;nom to be gone over by the officia's,
committee, but as it has seventy-five
the detective taking Angle Garrovo partments could arrive and extin- ed to this city. He was arrested Chicago, III., tiny 28.—At the ur- they pasred this matter over for a
pages in it. and this being the robins- .
the lad who stole a bicycle and nth 
Congressman 011ie James has ac- gnshed the flame. The loss was down there several Sundays ago at gnet request of a number of govern- 
ton to deliver a speech on July 4, Samuel Wash;ngton. 
week or two, and in the mean timecepted an invitation to come to Eul-er things. while Officer Cress tooki small. The house belongs to Mr. a Baptist footwashing charged with ors and others who desired to par-
Charles Carroll. who got several engaging in a gambling game. He ticipate, the national conferev.:.s. on draft at his leisure to see how -they
each corrsmitteeman will cover the
years in the institution for stealing says the Fulton Leader. was found with. a revolver in his trust% and combinations, that was to like it. . . i it
4 
the bicycle of Samuel Plumb from This is good news for where it 
is
MERGANTHALER OUT ON BAIL pocket, and on trial before the judge have assembld in Chicago today, The proposed amendment to that
the latter's yard at Sixth and Harris- known James is to speak there is al- was held to the circuit court grand has been postponed by the national ordinance restricting the number of
on streets. ways a crowd. Democrats and others Son of Inventor of Typesetting Ma- jury. One of the most serious offen- civic federation until September. At saloons to T for every soo population
Charged With Incest, for many miles about will come to . chines Arrested in Germany. aes in Tennessee is to carry a deadly that time it is expected the govern-
at Mayfield on executing te,00 bond. have no interest in the athletic con- Carlsruhe, Germany, May 28.____A several weeks, but executed bond, union will be able to attend the con- 
will not cotne up until the mayor
B. H. Cobh was yesterday released hear 011ie James speak even ii they weapon. Bolgor W2S locked up for on of nearly half the states of the
the next circuit court grand jury. to James is one of the "wheel horses" •Ionging in Beldam% who 
god is now back in the city. ference. Among those who have al- 
calls all die councilmen and aldermen
into session as a committee of the
to. guarantee his appearance before tests. student named Eugene Mergenthaler,
of incest with his 16-year-old datigh- and he is - a thoroughbred. student in an automobile accident, Sheriff O'Barrof Waverly. Tenn. 
whole.
Secretary J. Q. Taylor and Metnberanswer to the charge of being guilty of the Democratic party in Kentucky rested for dangerously injuring an- Leaves With Prisoners. Governors Hughes of New York, 
Board of Works.Was ar- ready accepted the invitation are
Tied. hut whose husband shortly left will leave this morning at 7:30 Wisconsin. Cummins of Iowa, Cut- 
George Langrtaff, of the board of
Judge Wells, of aftirray, will be has been liberated under $25,000 bail. 
, Warner of Michigan, Davidson ofter. who several months ago mar-
ten. He was arrested last week and , o'clock over the N., C. & St. L. rail- her of Utah and Folk of Missouri. 
public works, accompanied by City
invited to make an address here on Eugene Mergenthaler it the second
the glorious 4th also, son of the late Ottmar Merganthal- 
Engineer T. A. Washington, yester-
Mayfield hy Judge FAIW/Iffl Cr.toiland, prisoners, James Branshaw, George Society of Technical Engineers. 
day inspected the gravel work alone
given an examining trial Monday at The W. 0. W. are leaving nothing cr of Baltimore, inventor of the type- 
road -for his home with three negro
who held him over to the grand jury. Riggins and Nick Phillips, who were Indianapolis, Ind., May 28—Menu- 
Nineteenth from Monroe to Trimble
The charges made by the girl against arrested here Monday ' night for him hers of the American Society of Me. 
streets by Contractor Ed. C. Terrell.undone to make this the biggest eel- setting machine bearing his name.
her father were so revolting that the by Detectives Moore and Baker. chanical Engineers, more than too in 
They will report at the board meet-ebration ever witnessed in this part
mony to be given in the presence of housebreaking, another with grand Hotel in this city' today for their nicipality.
Tthorotyiglaisfarteo shall'A   h 
whether
re tohrs
Albany, N. Y., May 28.—Upon re- 
ing nextof the state RECOUNT BILL FIGHT ON.
judge would not permit the testi- One of the darkies is chargeo with number, gathered at the Claypool ficially accepted on behalf of the mu-
Want to Locate Woman. quest of Senator Raines, majority
N . 
111 
he pstblic. Cobb is the picture agent Chief of Police James Collins yes- leader i
n the senate, the New Yorts
larceny and the third with gambling. semi-anntinl meeting. The formal
who got into trouble. it is alleged, in 'terrfay received a letter from Attor-i city recount bill was made a special openiog takes place this evening with . COUNTY SCHOOL MEN.order for tomorrow morning. ThisPaducah last year, hut was released. ney Cos Altenherger of Little Rock,
Ark., asking the Paducah authorities course was taken 1y-rtnanimous con- Bad Language Used. 
an aileitess. by Professor Frederick
t. to locate 
t. 
Mrs. Peal"! Knight and let seat, to the amazement of everyone, Tine Boaz, colored, has the charge 
Remson Hutton, the president of the Representatives From Thirteen Coun-
.him know her address. Altentergei• as Senator McCarren, who was toes- lodged against him of using had and• - NEW STAVE WO
RKS. society. The meeting will continue
says that he wrote Mrs. Knight in ent. had been expected to oppose the insulting language in the saloon of 
ties Meet Here May 30.
) • IN, ••-• • . 
it saession Wednesday and Thursday
Capt. Henry Smith Becomes Secre- Paducah, but the letter was returned recount bill. at every step. It is ex- Wm. Stanford, and ,the grocery of a
nd on Friday the members will go Superintendent ISamuel J. Billing-
tary-Treasurer of Concern, to him, the mail carriers Hot 'being petted that it will develop the nrost ,. 
to Lafayette to hold their conclud- ton, of the county schools, who is
.... --.,—. able to find her. He. said she was 
hotly contested parliamentary fight 
George Baker
ing session at Purdue university.
-Mt. Vernon J. Blow, the wealthy
owner ,Altenberger says the reason he. wants , Place Burglarized. 
president of the First Congressional
once in the millinery business here. of the present session.
lumberman .who is principal Medicine comport* of Chattanooga. . 
District Educational association, hasMr. J. Young of the Chattanooga
of the cooperage works in Meehan- Tenn., is here spendiog a few days 
James Lally, the grocer and saloon be held here -by the superintendents
arranged that May 3o a Meeting will
to locate her is became he tinder- Virginia K. of P.
stands that .Mrs. Knight's father wire Lynchburg, Va., May 28.—Local
icsburg, has organized the Chatto- with his family, tao4 Bernheim oiv- 
keeper of Fourth and Elizabeth of the county schools for the thir-
a brother of one Joel Randle, .to lodges of the Knights Of Pythias streets, yesterday morning on open- teen counties in this district, atnooga Stave and . Cooperage corn- whom money is due from a certain throughout Virginia have sent (tem-
.!' enue. . ing his establishment found that which time there will bei outlined thopony at - Chattanooga, Tenn., and quarter if the heirs can be located, gates to the 39 someone had prized up a window programme for the annual gatheringhas made .apt. Henry F. Smith sec- Chief Collins inquired everywhere 
th annual convention
of the grand lodge, which begins its Mr. D. W. Wolter of Elgin. Ill., the night before, and effecting an of the district body. which ,will be-tetary and treasurer. 'Capt. Smith 'yest.erday hut could not find Mrs. has gone home after visiting his Ms- entrance, stole. a number of bottles
several months ago sold his towboats night, and wrote the attorney of 
sessions in this city tonight. _
ter, Mrs. Joseph Wolff. of whiskey rani the grogshop depart-
Paducah and went to his old home Little Rock to that effect, ment. 
held in Mayfield next Thanksgiving
I 
The convention promises to be a (lay.
most impoAapt one as a revision of 
.
ht Bowling Green to reside. He will
'move to Chattanooga tight away, to
•ossume management of the stave Fowler departs for Cain/and. comes
i 
This morning at 8 o'clqsk the Dick
 '
the grand lobe laws will be con- Mrs. T. Young. and mother, Mrs.
flidered and a (111antity of other bus- Nitride, have gone to DDayton, O., 
The John S. Hopkins left yester-
s 'plant. iness transacted. ' reside. ,.. 
from Evansville and starts it ossce .
The Joe Fowler domes in today
1day for Evansville and comes hack
tomrrow. o ...o 
oh her return trip.bark tonight abotit ci o'clock. ._ .• • 
_. 1
SO-1141,4 PIE 
• • • •  , the. 4..i : 
• •
•••
• 44 • ••I ••••• •or "tt• AIL ovo0. • ••










TO BE TESTED I
TRIAL OF EX-JUDGE WM. 0.1
LOVInG AT RICHMOND, VA. I
Richmond, Va., May 28.—The case
of ex-Judge William G. Loving, woh
ii.: charged with the murder of Theo-
store Estes, whom Judge Loving ac-
cused of having drugged and wrong-
ed his young daughter, Elizabeth,
while out driving, will be called be- '
fore the term of the circuit court to •
convene in Nelson county today. Ow-
ing to the fact that the entire county
has been stirred by the sensational I
case, it is likely that a change of
venue will be asked for, and if grant-
ed the trial will probably be trans-
ferred to Petersburg or to this city.
If current stories amount to anything
the trial will prove one of the biggest
sensations ever recorded in the judi-
cial annals of Virginia.
All of Nelson county appears to
have arranyed itself on the one side
or the other of the famous case.
Many openly uphold Judge Loving in
carrying out the unwritten law, while
others are inclined to think he acted
too hastily and blame him for not
giving his victim a chance to explain,
if any explanation were possible.
It is reported that the trial' will
bring to light many startling things
heretofore unknown and bearing di-
rectly upon the tragedy, among oth-
ers that Estes, on at least two pre-
vious occasions, had made similar at-
tempts to drug girls with liquor. On
one of these occasions, it is said, the
intended victim threatened to inform
her father if Estes did not desist in
his persecution, which threat had the
desired effect. This .young lady, it
is stated, will be placed on the stand
by the defense. It is held that the
production of evidence that Estes had
on previous 'occasions offered girls
liquor, coupled with the fact that
Judge Loving waited until the day
after [the alleged occurrence and af-
ter both he and his wife had talked
with their daughter before hunting
for and killing Estes, will have its
%%eight in favor of the former jurist:
The Estes family, on the other
hand, are firm in their belief of the
innocence o young Estes of the al-
leged wrong-doing and are preparing
to make a vigorous effort to convict
Judge Loving of the murder. The
family has engaged Daniel Harmon
of Charlottesville, one of the ablest
lawyers of the state, to assist in the
prosecution. Judge Loving, likewise
has engaged eminent counsel in the
persons of John L. Lee of 'Lynchburg,
and R. Walton Moore of Fairfax, who
will assist Aubrey E. Strode, the per-
sonal counsel of Judge Loving.
PRISON FOR YOUNG BANKER.
Jackson. Miss., May 28.—In the
supreme court today Chief Justice
Whitfield handed down the opinion
affirming the case of Wm. Star'icg.
the Greenville banker, who woo tried
and convicted tin a charge of embez-
zlement in connection with the de-
funct Merchants and Planters bank
of that city After some delays and
a reversal of the former case on ac-
count of a defective indictment, the
second trial of Starling was had,
which resulted in a conviction and a
sentence by the court of five years
imprisonment. The case was appeal-
ed on the ground that there were
flaws in the second indictment, prin-
cipal of sliic7i was the omisons bs
the grand jury of the words "against
the peace and dignity of the state of
Mississippi." It was on this assign-
ment of error that counsel for Star-
ling made a stron6 fight before the
supreme court. At the close of a
very full and concisely stated opin-
ion, Chief Justice Whitfield an-
.nounced. that they could find abso-
lutely no reversible error either in
the indictment or the record, and
that the omission of the Words quot-
ed had not in any wise prejudiced
the case, and the court below must
be affirmed.
TAFT TO TALK.
St.. Louis, Mo., May afi.—A mass
convention of millers, assembled
under the auspices of the Millers'
National Federation, Met in St. Louis
today to discuss various important
matters of mutual interest and to
lay plans for bettering the trad• con-
ditions. The millers allege that they
are not getting their share of the
prosperity and they purpose to find
out the reason why They blame the
railroads and unjust rates to a con-
siderable extent and also believe that
the situation would be benefitted in-
calculably by trade reciprocity with
foreign countr:es.
(Secretary Taft will address the
convention tortiorrow. Clement B.
Stern of Milwaukee will address the
meeting on the subject of political
economy of the milling business, and
A. L. Goetzmann, secretary of the
Mille' national federation, Will tell
of the pure food and drug acts as
applied to milling. Prominent mill-
ers of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa
and the Dakotas and a number of
other states are also on the pro-
gramme for papers and addresses.
New - York city has more tele-
Boson, Mass., May 28.—The can-
tennial celebrationin honor of the
memory of Louis Agassiz, which will
occupy the attention of educators and
scientists of New England and other
parts of the country as well during
the greater part of. his week, promis-
ese to be an unusual demonstration.
Cambridge, the adopted home of the
illustrious scientist and the scene of
his labors for many years, will be the
seat of the principal celebration. A
principal event of the celebration
wil be a public reunion of the surviv-
ing pupils of Aaassiz to be held this
evening in Sanders theatre. At this
meeting Coil Thomas Wentworth
Higginson will preside and brief ad-
dresses will be made by President
Charles W. Elliot of Harvard univers-
ity, Professor A. Lawrence Lowell of
the Scientific School and Professor
William H. Niles of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology.
Professor Agassiz, whose influence
on scientific subjects in America was
probably greater and more lasting
than that of any one else, was o
Frenih Hugenot anicstry, and a na-
tive of Switzerland, in which country
he was born May aft, 1807. He stud-
ied botany in his youth at Motiers
and be, and medicine, physiology,
anatomy and zoology at Zurich and
Heidelberg. He came to America in
r846 on a scientific mission for the
king of Prussia and to deliver a se-
ries of lectures in Boston. He ac-
cepted • professorship in the newly
founded scientific school of Cam-
bridge, and entered upon his duties
there in 1848, having secured an hon-
orable discharge from the Prussian
givernment.
Agassiz never returned to Prussia.
He married a Cambridge woman and
settled in that city, afterward be-
coming one of the faculty of Har-
vard university, but before this came
about he had established several sta-
tions along the coast line as far south
as Charleston, where he and pupils
who folowed him made local investi-
gations of zoological study.
Prof. Agassiz made the discovery
of copper ore in the upper peninsula
of Michigan that resulted in the
founding of the great Calumet &
Hecla Mining company, which has
since poured millions of dollars into
the coffers of the leading families of
Boston. While travelling through the
west on a lecturing tour in the 'fass
Professor Agassiz heard of a great
outcropping of copper ore on the
shores of Lake Michigan. He plung-
ed into the wilds and made his way
alone to the locality and found the
wonderful outcropping point of cop-
per. He returned to Boston and sent
out his son to make further investi-
gation, the result of which was the
formation *of the Calumea & Hecla
company, of which the sop, Profes-
sor Alexander Agassiz, is still the
president.
TEXAS BANKERS IN SES-
SION AT CORPUS CHRISTI
Corpus Christi, Texas, May 28.—A
large and representative attendance
greeted President C. A. Beasley of
Houston ths mornng when he called
to order the twenty-third annual
cinventiin if the Texas Bankers' as-
socation. Leading cities and towns
throughout the state were represent-
ed.
The proceedings were opened with
an invocation by the Rev. Perbert
Springall, followed by an addre'ss of
welcome by Joseph Hirsch of the
Corpus Christi National bank. Ster-
ling Myer of Houston responded for
the visiting bankers and the conven-
tion then took up the regular order
of business.
Practically the entire sessions of
the first day are to be given over to
the reports of officers and commit-
tees and of the representatives of the
seven districts into which the bank-
ers of the state are divided. Presi-
dent Beasley delivered his annual
address, which was followed by the
reports of Secretary J. W. Butler of
Clifton, and treasurer T. W. Wilker-
son of Bryan.
Two prominent features of the af-
teilnoon session were addresses by
Col. A. P. Woodridge of Austin on
"Recent Legislation Affecting the
Banks," and Col. J. F. Allen, of New
York, on "The Souhwest From an
Eastern Standpoint."
Splendid entertainment has been
provided by Corpus Christi for the
visiting bankers and their ladies. Au-
tomobile rides, moonlight excursions
on tne bay, surf bathing, a ball at
the pavilion and a monster fish fry
and chowder are among the leading
features of the entertainment pro-
gram.
WELLMAN TO START.
Tromso, Norway, May 28.—The
Wellman expeditionary party, num-
bering almost forty p-rsons, assem-
bled hell today pikeparattory to
starting north an the Frithjof next
Saturty. Atording to present
plans the entire month of June will
be spent in preparing the airship,
and its trials will take place in joty.
If all conditions are 'favorable and
no mishap occura to bring about a
delay the journey toward the pole
will begin about the third week in
fitly
1) one% than London, though London •
• Sias two million more *habitual' •







and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
FREZ ADVICE, In plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable 64-page book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Half a Century
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, is
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardui, beyond all ques-
tion. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,
backache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated forms of






for .t will surely do for them as well as it did for Mrs. Sarah Gaskins, of Spring Creek,
Tenn., who writes: "I was very Irregular, my left side hurt and I would have a bad
headache every month. I had all kinds of strange feelings, could not walk and could
not do my work. On your advice I took Wine of Cardui and it has helped me in every
way. I am regular, do not have these strange
feelings, and my headachelnd pain in my side dfte‘-'eu•slwaiz
are better. '
Girls and women should use Cardui, whenever they need help or strength. Try it.
At Ilv • Store In $1.00 Bottles
A TIGHT-ROPE RAILROAD
THE UM'S NEWEST WONDER
Imagine a steel cable • running
across the East river, and great,
roomy cars whizzing across it be-
tween Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Imagine a dozen—or a hundred—
such cables, each with its load of
cars—
And the bridge problem is solved!
Imagine railroads reducing to a
single cail—each one a narrow rail
running across the continent—and
upon this rail moving hotels dashing
from New York to San Francisco in
thirty hours.
Imagine all the elevated roads and
subways reduced to single rails, with
trains running at too miles an hour
between the heart of the city and its
suburbs—
The rapid transit problem is solv-
ed!
Imagine a dirigible balfbon, float-
ing absolutely steady in a. howling
gale, moving straight as an arrow
through the tempest to its desuna-
t ion—
Aral the problem of aerial naviga-
tion is solved!
These revolutions are to be brought,
about, not in some misty future, but I
now, in a few months, or a year or
two at the latest.
The problems of rapid transit are
to be solved by a child's toy, as oth-
er great problems have been solved
by equally commonplace things. A
boiling kettle suggested the steam
engine to James Watt, a dead frog's
legs kicking on a copper wire taught
Volta the electric battery, a kite in
a thunderstorm was Franklin's first
lightning rod, a falling apple solved
in Newton's mind the problem of
gravitation. So a child's top taught
to Louis Brennan the secret of rapid
railroading.
The gyroscope—which is an dab-
oration of the spinning top—has
made a practical possibility of the
monorail. It reduces the, cost of
traction power more than one-half,
and makes possible the development
of the resources of regions where the
railroad of today is an impossibility.
It is now an assured fact that peo-
ple will be riding in trains running
on a single rail at from 120 to iso
miles on hour within a year from
this date and doing it in comfort and
with less liability to accident. than
now exists.
This is not the announcement of
an optimistic dreamer, but the hard,
sober conviction of the Royal Socie-
ty of England. This distinguished
organization is the recognizable ve-
hide. through which all great inven-
tions are made known to the public
in Great Britain.
A few days ago for,, more than
four hours its members listened to
descriptions of the new method of
applying power to traction and
watched the amazing performance of
the large model locomotive which
was operated on the system.
An Irishrnan--Louis 'Brennan, born
in Castlebar, County Matyo—is the
inventor. Mr. Brennan also invent-
ed the famous Brennan torpedo, the
rights and secrets of whia were
purchased by the British government.
This is a self-steering missile which
showed great improvements over the
Whitehead messenger of destruction.
file has invented a lot of other
death dealing apparatus, all of which
found a ready market.
Mr. Brennan happened to centr,!.
I his attention on a peg top orir div
in fatoff Aus/tralia. tie notic
difficulty with which the to.,
ped while spinning, and also
c.4 how hard it woo to force
to lose its equilibrium.
"If that centrifugal idea cor
!he atml;ed to 
traction it woof'
lutionize the whole method
rgildiktf," be said. Fortbwftb be Itt
to work to develop the idea.
He realized that barely twelve per
eery. of. the energy generated in a
locomotive is used in drawing the
load. The rest is lost in overcom-
ing the friction of the wheels grind-
ing against the rails, the transmis-
sion of the power from one part of
the machinery to another and the
resisltance 'of the atmosphere. To
reduce this friction he uecided to ex-
periment on the siple rail. The
question of stability or balance was
one of the most important to be con-
sidered.
That Mr. Brennan successfully ov
ercame all obstacles was shown
when his model was put through its
Aces before the Royal Society. The
members of the society saw the mod-
el balance itself on a single rail. It
ran back and forth, made short.
abrupt turns, travelled along a strand
of wire instead of a rail, climbed
heavy grades and all with perfect
stability. There was not attempt to
balance the load; the illehiele did
that itself constantly and automat-
ically. Every attempt to unbalance
it resulted in a paradox. If the load
were piled all upon one side it seem-
ed inevitable that the vehicle would
sag on that side or topple over. But
the oviteloadeol Ade automatically
rose in proportion to the burden and
the empty side was depressed.
Here is Mr Burton's own descrip-
tion of the invention:
"The characteristic feature of this
system of transport is that each ve-
hicle is capable of maintaining its
balance upon an ordinary rail laid
upon sleepers sin the ground. wheth-
er it is standing still or moving in
either direction at any rate of speed,
notwithstanding that the centre of
gravity is several feet above the
rail and thta wind pressure, shifting
of load, centrifugal action or ony
combination of these forces may tend
to upset it.
"Automatic stability mechanism of
extreme simplicity carried by the ve-
hicle itself endows it with this pow-
er. The mechanism consists essen-
tially of two flywheels rotated di-
rectly by electric motors in opposite
directions at a very high velocity
and mounted so that their gyrostatic
action and stored up energy can be
utilized. These flywheels are mount-
ed on high class bearings and are
placed in exhausted cases, so that
both air and journal friction are re-
duced to a minimum, and conse-
quently the power required to keep
them in rapid motion is Very small.
"The stored-up energy in the fly-
wheels, when revolving at full speed.
is so great and the friction so small
that if the driving current is cut off
altogether they will run at sufficient
velocity to impart stability to the
vehicle for several hours, while it will
take from two to three days bore
they come to rest. The stability me-
chanism occupies but little space and
is conveniently placed in the cab at
one end of the vehicle. Its woiglit
Is also small, about 5 per cent, of
the total load being considered an
ample allowance for the first vehicle.
"The road wheels are placed in . a
single row beneath the centre of the
vehicle, instead of in two rows near
the sides, as usual; and are carried
on bogies or compound bogies, which
e not only Pivoted to provide for
f'.izoutal curves on the track, but
• ‘ertical ones also. By this
the vehicles cfn run upon
•vx- of less radiuVthan the length
• th; vehicle its f, or on crooked
or rails lai ver uneven ground
.liout din o derailment.
The mytive power may be either
iiti. petrol, oil, gas or electricity,
• considered most suitable for local
conditions. In tte first Instsinc••
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however, it has been decided to use
a petrol electric generating set, car-
ried by the vehicle itself, for the sup-
ply of current to the read wheel mo-
tors and to the stability mechanism
Such a vehicle will have the great
advantage of being always ready for
immediate use, the gyro wheels be-
ing kept constantly running by cur-
rent from a small accumulator while
the engine is at rest. In order that
the vehicle may he able to ascend
steep inclines the wheels are all pow-
er driven and change gears are pro-
vided for use in hilly country. It is
also possible to run free wheel down
hill at great velocity, so that a 'good
average rate of speed can be attain-
ed.
"Everything po:nts io great ecoli:
°my resulting from making the vc
hides wider in proportion to the*
Itrigth than an ordinary railways.
"Flying lines of railway can be
laid w:th great rapidity over uneven
grousd with s:it ht expenditurs
labor. Specially designed building
vehicles are also planned on the
monorail principle and equipped with
electric gear for handling the rails,
being kept at the railhead for the
purpose. It is confidently anticipated
that working in this manner it will
be possible to keep up with army
on the march and supply it lith all
its requirement,.
!Bridges are of the. simplest pissible
constrectiOn, a simple wire hawser
stretched across • ravine or river be-
ing all that is necessary for tempo-
rary work. These hawsers can be
built up on the spot from separate
wire rope strands, so that the trans-
portation of them becomes an easy
mattir. Strange to say, the lateral
swaying of the hawser does not dis-
turb the balance of the vehicles, and
the strongest wind will fail to blow
them off. In other cases of bridge
building a single rerw of piles with a
rail on toj suffices or a single torder
carrying the rail may be conven-
iently used.
railway carriage will be much 'argve
---two or three stories high, and..
wide in proportion; that speeds will
be from two to three times greater,
and that accidents will be almost
impossible.
The thought occurs that if the
gyroscope should stop gyrating that
a terrible disaster would occur to a
coach laden with passengers. How-
ever, :he inventor says that the gy-
roscope will be rotating in a vacuum
and therefore wit not run down for
several hours after the power is lost,
Is) there would be plenty of time to
seek safety or make repairs.
Mr. Brennan believes also that his.
gyroscopic apparatus will make aerial
light possible. A light gyroscope
in be attached to a balloon which
es it absolute stability. places it
under perfect control and defies the
strongest wind to deflect it from its
course. The aeronaut could tilt his
machine to any angle, steer it at will,
and the spinning wheel would main-
tain it as he placed it.
For aerial purposes the mechanism
could be made AO light that it would




The races at the Mayfield fair
grounds promise to outclass all past
events. Already a number of horses
are beginning to arrive to get int
training for the races, says the May-
field Messengler.
There are now nine running horses
at the fair grounds stables undergo-
ing training. Joy Small of the city
has four beautiful looking runnera
which wilLbe enterlol in the contests.
Judge Bradley. of Mfdisonville,
has five attractive looking runners
installed at the grounds and K.' B.
CamPliell of Union City, writes that
he will send "Sir Walter" here, In the
next few days to id In training for
the rhces.
Catalina Prthii9ms.
"The e*Plnditure of fuel lO mind- Anderson, S. C.. May 28.—The'
erably smaller than on ordinary Norms-Aim annual convention of the
lines, owing to the absence of Range South Carolina grand lodge of the
friction on curves and to the vehicles Knights of Pythias opened here to-
running without oscillation or foiling, day and will continue in session un-
The speed can be from twice to thrice t'l Thursday. Several hundred vie-
that of ordinary railways, owing to itors are in attendance and splendid
the smoothness of running of the entertainment has been 'provided
vehicles on to the total absti:e of for them.
lateral orientation." ,

























































Skin of Whole Body Covered for a
Year —Awful Itching Kept Suf-
ferer Awake Half the Night—
Tried All Kinds of Remedies but
They Had No Effect.
`OVTICURA REMEDIES
A PERFECT SUCCESS
"I wish to let yen know that I have
need one set at IDutioure Remedies —
ode oaks of Outioura Soap, one box of
Cuticura, but two vials of Cuticura
=vent Pills — which wet me a
and twenty-fleecing. in all. For
:s
 I have had what they call mama.
I en itohlag all over ray body, and
I would retire for the night it
mould keep me awake half the night.
4mill the more I would scratch. the more
It itch. I tried all kinds of rem.L
, but could get no relief. A friend
mine told me to try the Cuticurs
which I did, and am very
I tried them. for I was
;Viittoubied with the same di=inI)If any of my frI
-Ceps dies dly recommend the, and if I know a'esti who
wink to know how I issI
be glad to kill them. W W.-puma, 207 N. Robley tit.... O. 8 and 16, 1906."
CUTICURA
Great Skin Cure and Purest
and Sweetest of Emollients.
Cuticura Ointment is. beyond quer
lion, the most successful curative for
torturing, disfiguring humored the skin
and scalp. including loss of hair, yet coin-
, in t)roof of which a single
IlliointIng with Cuticura Ointment. pre-
-coded by a hot bath with Cutioura Soap,
followed in the severer Oallea by a dose
d Cuticum Resolvent (Liquid or Pais),
is often sufficient to afford immediate re-
lief in the most distreesing form; of itch-
Zlunsing, and scaly humors.
 ememas,
, and irritations. permit rest and
deep, and point to • speedy cure when
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SALOON THE EFLAG'S ENEMY
Rev. Johnston Myers Says Traffic
Will be Wiped Out.
Chicago, May 27.--A greater en-
-Willy of _the flag than the foreign pow-
-errs that menaced the nations in early
days and than slavery is the saloon,
mewl-ding to Rev. Johnston Myers
-el the Immanuel Baptist church,
Micedgan avenue and Twenty-third
Street. who preached last evening on
."The Saloon as the Enemy of the
Flag " Ile predicted that before many
years the various forces of reform
will unite and drive the liquor traffic
from the nation.
'The dominat;on of foreign powers
and the curse of slavery were neither
as bad as the saloon," said Rev. Mr.
Myers. "It was hard for the oppon-
ents of slavery to get together to
wipe it out, but they finally accom-
plished it. I tell you that all the
forces are going to get together and
this accurs-cl thing, the saloon, will
have to go. The blot upon our flag
tonight is the liquor traffic. We want
that beautiful banner purged.
"We ought to stand in this day
with the forces that are working to
rid this nation of that curse. Within
-twenty-five years the heroes of this
nation will be the men and women
who have fought the saloon just as
the heroes today are the men who
fought slavery.
"Let its look at the saloon a minute
It is a dead'y enemy of the flag. Al-
most every saloon is a hotbed of an-
archy or of unreasonable socialism.
'Tonight every saloon in Chicago is
'violating the law. Not only on Sun-
days are these violations, but we
never have a holiday without the
law is trampled on.
"There is no such a thing as a
decent saloon. A decent saloon
could not do.businese in Chicago for
three months. Let a man try to run
a saloon on decent, humane and
-moral lines and he would go bank-
rupt. The very fact that it is a sa-
loon makes it indecent."
President Jordan of Stanford uni-
versity. is on his way to Australia
and New Zealand. where he will lec-
ture before the colleges of the An-




Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
event Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybndy. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.




FRANK CLARK PAYS Szo FOR
THE FEW MOMENTS' FUN
HE ENJOYED.
Ida Rhea, Colored, Will Have to
Forfeit $300 Bond V She Does
Not Behave.
10511=1,W21.111MIBISI
A fioe Itaf $to and costs was enter-
ed up against Frank Clark in the po-
lice court yesterday on the charge of
engaging in trouble with Motorman
Ernest Matlock last Saturday even-
ing at Eighth and Trimble streets.
Clark confessed to being guilty of
assaulting Matlock, who had to
knock Wm down.
Herbert Holland was fined $3 and
costs for a breach of the peace. He
struck M. N. Collins several weeks
ago and surrendered to the officers
Monday night.
Thomas Hart was d.stnissed of the
charge of maintaining a filthy water
closet on his prem ses.
Ida Rhea, colored, was arraigned
on the charge of disorderly conduct
and placed under a boo bond that
she will have to forfeit or behave
hersel( fproperly toward everybody
for the coming twelve months.
TAKES GAS CASE TO COURT
New York, I'vfay 4.—Application for
permission to begin action to annul
the existence of the Consolidation
Gas Company of this city on the
ground that its original franchise
have expired and that it was organ-
ized for the purpose of creating a mo-
nopoly was made to the supreme
court today by Attorney General Wit
Ham S. Jackson. Mrs. Jackson also,
asked that the gas company be en-
joined from the use of the franchise
alleged to have expired.
The Consolidated Gas Company is
the central company controlling a
large number of lighting companies
operating in this city. The right of
the company to charge more than 8o
cents per 1,00o feet for gas, which rate
was fixed by a new law, was sustain-
ed by a recent derision of a referee.
In a statement Mr Jackson said
that the referee had made a point of
the fact that the company still 'has
NH use of the franchise Mr. Jade-
son added that he intended to attack
the franchises so that their enormons
valuation may not be used to defeat
the purpose of the So-cent gas law.
He also declared that although the
franchise of the six companies origi-
naly constituting the consolidated
company have expired. The company
has purchased six other companies in
order to maintain a monopoly A hear




Bank & Trust company,- adm'r. of
Jeremiah Callaghan, Plaintiff, vs.
John Callaghan and others, defend-
ants, equity.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of McCracken circuit court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jeremiah Callaghan, decd.,
and all persons having claims against
said estate are required to properly
verify and file the same, before said
commissioner, on or before the and
day of September, tom, or they will
be forever barred from asserting any
claim against the assets in the hands
of the Globe Bank & Trust Co.,
adni'r., of said estate unadministered,
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate, except
through this suit. And it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Daily Register as required
by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this May 23rd. t9o7.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By W. C. KIDD, D. C.
Meets at Cornell.
Ithaca, N. Y., May 28.—A number
of distinguished educators arc here
to attend the annual convention of
the New York State association of
Colleges and Universities, which will
be in session at Cornell university
tomorrow and Thursday. There will
he addresses on educational topics
by President Schnrman, President
Rush Rhees of the University of
Rochester, President L. C. Steward-
On of Hobart college, Rev. Daniel
J. Quinn of Fordham college and
Prof. Nelson C.. ;McCrea of Columbia
university.
Athletics and physical' training,
college entrance certificates, and the
fundamental principhts', of liberal
culture are among the topics to be
discussed.' 'connection with the
convention the university will ob-
serve the centenary of the birth of
Louis Agassiz by an address this ev-
ening byProf. ;Burt. G. Wilder, fur
several years a student and assistant
-tinder Agassiz
— - — - -
ADVERTISE IN THE REGIST'ER
AND GET QUICK RESULTS
:3 13 3: it
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Cincinnati has joined the list of
cities in the contest to secure the
next national Democratic conven-
tion.
It is expected that Governor
Glenn of North Carolina, will be a
candidate for the senate in opposi-
tion to Senator Overman when the
latter's term expires. FRIDAY.
Senator Nixon Of Nkvada, is a Syracuse and Wisconsin 'varsity
mining magnate in the new Goldfield race at Madison Wis.; distance, two
region. He also runs a string of miles.
newspapers and a string of banks. In Thirty-second intercollegiate track
his early days he was a telegraph meet at Cambridge, Mass.
operator. Confeernce athletic meet at Chica-
Former Senator William T. Mason go, Ill.
of Chicago, is an avowed candidate Marafhon junior race at San Fran-
to succeed Senator Albert J. Hop- cisco. Distance ten miles.
kins of Illinois. The contest will be SATURDAY.
decided at a general primary to be Thirtyisecon itaterectlegliate track
held in April of next year. meet at Cambridge, Mass.
The commencement address at De Conference athletic meet at Chica-
Pa.uw University next month will be go, II,
delivered by Congressman James E. Third annual Marathon run of the
Watson, Republican whip of the Messouri A. C., at St. Louis.
House of Representatives and prom-
inently mentioned as a successor to
Speaker' Cannon.
Indications are not lacking that a
great fight is impending for the
Democratic nomination for governor
of North Carolina. Among the as-
pirants are Locke Craig of Ashe-
ville, former Lieutenant Governor
Doughton, ex-Congressman Fred
Woodward and Congressman Will-
iam W. Kitchen.
Lieutenant Governor Lawrence Y.
Sherman of Illinois, the new mem-
ber of the Spanish treaty claims
commission, is a cousin of former
Governor Richard Yates and has liv-
ed in Illinois since titso. He served
four terms in the state legislature
prior to being elected lieutenant-
governor in 1904.
It is said that Eastern and Sobth-
ern democrats have not abandoned
hope of persuading the Democratic
nhtional convention to nominate
Judge George Gray, of Delaware, for
president. Henry Gassaway Davis
of West Virginia, who was the Dem-
ocratic nominee for vice president in
1904. is one of the influential men
in the party who has recently de-
clared for Gray.
In Illi`nois the Republicans are
preparing for an eleven month? hot
campaign, in which the principals
will be the aspirants for Albert J.
Hopkins' seat in the senate, the can- 
recognized as one of the foremost
didates for governor and the minor
state offices, congress and the legis-
lature. Not the least of all is the
struggle for control of the Illinois
delegation to the Republican Na-
tional convention, carrying with it
the chance to nominate Speaker Can-
non for the presidency.
Isaac Stephenson, the millionaire
Wisconsin lumberman who is to oc-
cupy the seat in the United States 
Plato. if you please."
Now. Plato is a huge circular
mountain-ringed valley, which can be
seen from the earth with a good op-
era glass, lying in luna north latitude
so degrees and it excites the astron-
omer's curiosity from what lee has
dimly eeen.going on within it.
Let us, then, approach Plato as if
dropping down upon the moon from
a baloon. Prepared by analogy, we
are not much surprised when, de-
scending to the floor of Plato, we
find ourselves standing ir the midst
representatives of the Democratic
party in the upper branch of the na-
tional legislative assembly.
senate vacated by John C. Spooner,
Will be seventy-nine years old in
June. In spite of his years, he is
reported to be alert and agile. He is
of the same age as Senator Allison.
of Iowa and Senator Cullom, of Il-





86 years in July.
Kansas's Senator, the late J. J. In-
galls, left one son who gives prom-
ise .of figuring conspicuously in the
affairs of his state Sheffield ingot. of a 
rolling prarie, covered with fan-
was a member of the last Kansas leg- tastic plants, 
slender, crowded, chap-
islature and took high rang in that
body among its ablest men. He is
already slated for congress, although
the district in which he lives has only
recently elected as its representative
the son of another famous Kansan in
the person of young "Dan" Anthony.
Senator Ingalls left another son,Ralph
who is practicing law in Kansas City,
Mo. The widow and daughter live
in the old family homestead at Atch-
ison:
SS ZS
• SPORTS OF THE WEEK. r:
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THURSDAY.
Cornell and Harvard 'varsity race
at Ithaca, N. Y.; distance, two miles.
Annual Harlem regatta on the
Hudeon river, New York.
Mike Schreck and Marvin Mart, a
finish-kht, at Tonopah, Nev.
Twelfth annual tournament, Enter-
prise tun club, McKeesport, Pa.
"THIS IS MY 70TH BIRTHDAY"
—Samuel D. McEnery.
Samuel Douglas McEnery, repre-
sentative of the State of Isouitiana
in the United States senate, was born
in Monroe, La., May 28, 1837. He re-
ceived a most liberal education. After
taking a preparatory course at a col-
lege near Mobile he attended the Un-
ited States -naval academy and also
the University of Virginia. Later he
studied 124, but before he had begun
to practice the civil war broke out
and he entered the Confederate ar-
my, serving until the close of the
conflict. After the war he engaged
in law practice in New Orleans. His
first public office was that of lieuten-
ant governor of Louisiana, to which
he was elected in 187e. Through the
death of Governor Wiltz two years
later Mr. McEnery became governor
of the state, and in 1884 be was elect-
ed for a full term of four years.Upon
retiring rom fthe the office of govern-
or in 1888 he was appointed associ-
ate justice of the supreme court of
Louisiana. He continued to serve on
the bench until 1897, when he was
elected to the United States senate.
In toos he was re-elected for his
present term, which will expire in
ism. In the senate Senator McEn-
ery has take p a prominent part in de-
bates and in committee work and is
Glimpses of the Moon.
• (Circle 1
If an astronomer were offered a
trip to the moon and asked where
he would choose to land first, it is
probable that he would reply, "In
INSANE CHICAGO GIRL
Kills Her Mother. Attempts to Slay
Father and Then Commits
Suicide,
Chicago, May 38.—Miss Philaner
Swinnen, thirty years old, believed
to be demented, shot and killed her
mother, attempted to kill her father
and then set fire to her garments and
was burned to death early today.
The woman was released from the
Dunning Asylum a year ago.
Her father, Joseph Swinnen, es-
caped by runnng out of the door.
A love affair is said to have been
responsible for the young woman's
aberation. Her mother and father
were in bed asleep when the girl
arose and found her father's revolver.
She fired two shots at her mother,
both of which took effect and in-
stantly killed her.
As Swinnen jumped from his bed,
the girl fired two shots at him. He
was afraid to go near her and ran
from the house to summon aid.
When he returned with a policeman
and several persons they found the
young woman lying upon the floor,
her clothing ablaze.
Most of her clothing had been
burned off. They put out the fire
ond elimmoneda physiciain.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET QUICK RpljLTS
cd more capriciously then a mass of
orchids, and with flowers of a strange
unearthly beauty, already opening
where the sunbeams have rested long-
est. There is no wind, not the least
breeze. no motion except the stir of
the opening leaves and petals.
Charlie of Scene for Holiday.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
Too many people bear their tiring
burden when they go away for a
rest. There must be a change of
thought as well as scene. For the
Newer there's nothing better than a
glimpse of city life. Eat the city
man should shun the summer re-
scrt. And that is where he is usually
found. He has no plan about his va-
cation Get away from the crowd.
Get back to nature. Live in the
open. Sleep in the open if you can.
Make friends with the birds and the
trees and uowers. Rub up against
rural nature an dsee what enlighten-
ment will spring from it. Get the
views of people who look at life
clearly and frankly and at new an-
gles. Get sunburned, get freckled,




Capital . . . . . . $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility  230,000.00
Total . . . . - $560.00n.00
Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A Bauer, Louis:F. Kolb, 14.
Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
•milfte
A BARGAIN I
New 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South 6th Street
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
"Neglecting to advertise in some
manner, refusing to adopt some form
ofpublicity And repk.11ing all plans
that have been tried and found good,
are the rocks upon which many a
dealer has foundered, and upon which
many business enterprises, auspic-
iously inaugurated, have wrecked
themselves."
A real estate broker, an authority
in the country, makes this comment,
and follows it up with a lot of good
advice to his associates and a big
measure of praise for the newspapers.
"The newspaper is the natural ad-
vertising medium for real estate men,
and it is well known that some news-
papers are not exorbitant in their
advertising rates," said he.
"To some who have concluded
without investigation or observation
that advertising is not really essential
to business success, it may occur that
papers ask too much for their space,"
he continued, "but to the man who
had had experience in advertising at
all their moderation in price for space
is recognized.
"During the hot summer months it
is a good time to think of advertis-
ing," said he, "to reflect upon what
has been done and to plan for the
future. In all lines there ar.: times
when business is just a .little slack
and time is allowed one to do this
very necessary mental work. The
work of advertising has been made
by many retail dealers the keystone
in their business career. Years ago
these same dealers were content to
establish an office, stock it and wait
upon those who called. Competitors
came in as a consequence of this sys-
tem, and these dealers have been
obliged to wage a business contest
for the trade of their locality, and in
casting about for something to strike
the bull', eye naturally turned to ad-
vertising.
"The Istotiness world today pays
no man greater homage than is ac-
corded the one who gets business,
maps out the route to new fields and
creates channels by which the gold
finds its way to the strong box of the
farm. He is the man who hits the
bull's eye.
"One should know that if a month's
How London Handles Grafters. 
advertis'ng brings him an increased
(Boston Herald.) 
trade, that a year's advertising will
A useful object lesson in the proper
increase thie many fold. It is foolish
to think that a moment
, 
s splurge will
treatment of "grafters" is furnished
by London. At West Ham, one 
of put you forever to the good. In this
day and age people -are looking for
the poorer districts of the English
capital, nine out of the ten members 
the place where they can buy what
of the board of guardians have been 
the ywant for the least. money. They
convicted of receiving bribes from, do 
not take this notion in any one
contractors and employes. The sums 
certain month in the year, but this is
involved were not large-49V ac- true of e
very one of the twelve
cepted from a doctor to insure hie mont
hs of the year. If you are 'gun-
getting a certain medical appoint- for trade
 it is the steady and
ment represents the largest amount. constant 
hunt that gives one the. op-
But justice has followed with as portunity 
to hit the bull's eye."--
much swiftness and severity as Louisville Post
.
though thousands of dollars had been1
stolen. The chief offenders have This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
been sentenced to hard labor. the., steamer Clyde departs for the Ten-
most drastic fr sto r 
  streat until cat Monday night.n ti,
neasee river. She stays up that
DESERTS FOR LOVE; IS
SHOT BY TROOPERS
Woman for Whom Soldier Risks All
Does Not Know of Death.
Chicago, May 28.—Private Herman
Le Roy, an unarmed deserter from
the Fort Sheridan guardhouse. Was
shot dead by negro Troopers in a
barn near Highlvood yesterday after-
noon.
His deathe marked the finale of a
romance in which love and military
ardor were strangely intermingled.
More than two years ago Le Roy
fell in love with a girl while he was
stationed in the East, and deserted
the army in order to marryter. But
so great was ,his love for rhe army
and army life that he could not keep
away from the atmosphere, and for
two years he had haunted the vicinity
of Fort Sheridan, earning an humble
living for himself and the wife whom
he had taken at such serious cast.
Finally he was recognized by a for-
mer follow soldier, arrested and lode-
ed tip at Fort Sheridan. Then, it is
said, he planned to escape, and sent
his wife East, expecting to join her
as soon as he would have regained
his freedom.
Yesterday afternoon he saw what
seemed to he a chance for freedom
asd he took it. He broke his shackles
and fled. Two negro soldiers saw
hires and pursued. They followed him
a half a mile, firing at him repeated-
ly. Le Roy sought shelter in a barn,
pausing, with unavailing curses on
his lips, to throw a stone at his pur-
suers, whose Krag-Jorgensen rifles
were pumping bullets at hie heart.
When found he was dead with
three bullet holes in his breast.
The wife for whom he deserted
the army does not yet know of 'his
fate.
For two year; Le Roy had work-
ed within sound of the bugle calls
of the fort on the bluffs of Lake
Michigan as a waiter at Fort Sheri-
dan park.
NO CORSETS, NO SQUEEZES
FOR LEMONS; CRATE NO. 23
Des Moines, la . May 28. --The
lemon, so long the target of the fa-
cetious, becomes the cfriblein of a
newly organized society to he known
as Crate No. 23 of the Illustrious Or
der of Lemons, which the young wo-
men students of Drake University
who are promoting it. declare has a
oceriotts purpose in the social world.
The society starts out with a snent-
bership of seventy-five. Each charter
member is said to have made a sol-
emn vow that corsets shall be tab-
ooed. tight-fitting shoes discarded,
and that any young man sufficiently
presumptive as to squeeze a mem-
ber's hand or essay a hug, will hie
presented with a lemon. The offic-
ers of the society are: . The grand
exalted lemon, grand It-manacle. hem-
onpeel. letnoneeecl and lerhonsqueese.
The raters of the Lemon society
claim their organization will spread
to include every university and col-s
lege town in the United Sfatcs.•
The City of Salons) is due out of
the Tennessee riVer tomorrow night
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Independence in City Elections.
The Nashville Banner in discuss-
ing the organization of a city dub in
Memphis, having for its object reform
in municipal affairs by eliminating
politics from the city government
weghs the matter carefully but finds
that ike division of the spoils is a
'great incentive towards holding par-
sling' together even in municipal af-
fairs. However, the Banner gives
utterance to several pointed truths in
the paragraph reproduced below, and
which we commend to the reader's
careful attention. Says the Banner:
"A civic reform club may accom-
plish 'flinch good, not only by arous-
ing public interest and co-operation,
even though it be not permanent in
results, but in an educative way im-
pressing the necessity of individual
independence in elections. If it can
inculcate a spirit of true independ-
ence based upon correct ideas of the
public good it can make the party or-
ganizations more careful in their
nomination of candidates. There
should be in every city a healthy
spirit of political independence that
will not hesitate to rebuke any party
which names for public office any
candidate who is not recognized as
in every respect worthy and thor-
oughly capable to serve in the office
for which he is named."
The movement on foot to honor
the memory of Louis Agassiz com-
mends itsetf to every lover of nature..
None of the many adopted citizens
of our country have done more for
the nation, few if any of her native
sons have accomplished as much. Be-
ore he came our knowledge of zoolo-
gy. botany or geology was largEly
confined to Europe. Our text books
simply told as of the European
rocks, flowers and animals. Ameri-
can formations, flora and fauna were
sinknown. unclassified and no guide
to the knowledge of them Iva: to be
obtained. 'Agassiz changed all this
and our own land through his work,
came to be field of exploration which
added not ottfy chapters but volumes
to the world's knowledge of science.
The movement to celebrate his cen-
tenary should not be confined to col-
kers but should at least reach every
school where nature study is a part
of the curriculum.
 Awwwwwwr
Judging from the many cracks at
municipal ownership in the Fourth
M d itstreet corporation sheet on a),
must have gotten in a new batch of
copy from the corporation syndicate's
bureau at Washington and New
York. There is not a city in the
whole United States as large as Pa-
ducah, where the city owns the light-
ing privileges, that charges the con-
sumers She outrageous prices the
consumers are forced to pay to the
corporation owned by Easrern capi-
talists, with its hundreds of thous-





of yore, and did
other.
and Abe iltuef met
to listen to the
indictments against
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Nlealy every visitor to Paducah has
.something to say about the beauty
,of the city, its fine streets and
splendid shade trees, but the .visi-
tors almost invariably make some
remark about the scarcity of birds.
As a matter of fact there are no birds
worth speaking of (the English spar-
row, of which there are thousands,
should be classed with the pestifer-
ous insects.).
A few years ago there were plenty
of birds here, but they are gone, even
the musical squeak of the blackbird
is rarely heard.
What has become of them?
Ask the boy with the air rifle, the
"nigger killer" (flipper) and the rock
throwing kid.
(It may be urged by some that the
F..nglish sparrow is responsible for
the absence of the birds. While
they may chase away. a few of the
more timid ones, the boy is the more
responsible. Watch him, when he
gets a new gun or "nigger killer:" it's
not the sparrow he's after—they're
too common—he wants the pretty
singing bird, preferably of bright
plumage.)
The council has under considera-
tion an ordinance prohibiting the sale
of toy pistols, and a suggestion was
made to include the "shooting cane."
Would it not be a good idea to in-
clude the air rifle, floebert rifle and
"nigger killer" and then also prohibit
the use as well as the sale?
An item of news which will not be
well received comes from Chicago in
regard to the railroads pretiaring to
make sweping reductions in their
forces. According to the Chicago
report between s0000 and 100,000
men will be thrown out of employ-
ment by the -railroads of the country
before -the end of the first week in
June. It has ben the custom in the
east for the ralroadis to reduce their
ipayrolbi at the beginning of summer.
but this year the roads have issued
especially stringent economy orders
and the, working forces will be re-
duced to the lowest possible point.
• In addition to the employes • in the
.s-'iregolits- service, many thousands .of
• laborers will be discharged by•lbe;
railroads. whin have abandoned bek0
work and trees exteriajOns, 'owing' to
the difrculty of raising money
ln . a telegram to' a corporation
strait published at. Chicago the Vibe -
41*3 of 'Municipal ownership Make
the pcs'iwt that a publicly owned gas
works in' his,'Ohio city perpetrates a
great wrong by charging one price
• for End gas and another price for il-
.1lantitiatIng gas, "though if goes
Illenffh the same mains." Such argu-
'invents are sheer rot. Ev,ery gas con-
_eern_charges different prices for fuel
gas .and illuminating gas. The prices
charged by the publicly owned - gas
-work‘ in Ohio are ao cents for fuel
gas and $1.00 for illuminating gas. kn
Paducah the Boston-owned gas
works charge Ilt.od for fuel gas and
10‘.5d for 111unlinating 'gas, and it all




While there arel no birds in the
city, we have a plethora of dogs, pos-
sibly one in fifty wearing collar and
license tag.
Why?
There is an ordinance imposing a
tax on the canines, and requiring the
use of a tagged collar on all those
on which taxes have been paid.
Why has the ordinance not been
enforced?
I own a dog, and it not being a
"worthless cur," I d:d not want it
kited, believing in my guilless inno-
cence that if it did not wear a tag
it would be killed, because the offi-
cers said so, and I coughed up two
hard-earned plunks and received a
beautiful brass tag, which I attached
to the canine aforesaid.— -
A friend. when I was buying a
collar for the dog, said I was "easy:"
that every year about the first of
January the officials get busy and
make dire threats about assassinat-
ing all untagged dogs, but that it
all blew over in a few weeks
Now, why this thusness?
Why not make the other fellows
pay on their dogs, reduce the canine
population, or return the money to
those who have paid?
* • *
Is there really an ordinance regu-
lating the spetd of automobiles,
street cars and BEER WAGONS?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
MAN ABOUT TOWN.
SPANKS ELOPING GIRL
Young Woman Begs Mercy and Sail's
Will Kill Herself.
Evan.rillc, Ind., May 2S—Ctspid
was balked today when Katie Sellers,
Is years old, and George Gissom, 19,
elopers from Henderson, Ky., were
arrested here just as they were taking
out a Marriage license. 'The girl was
held at police headquarters until her
father who had notified the police of
the elopement, came and took her
back home.
The girl wore her dress to her
sboetops and had her hair plaited
down her back. When .her fatter
found her at police headquarters 'n
charge of Matron Roberts he request-
ed Mrs. Roberta to withdraw and
then gave the runaway schoolgirl a
,ct spanhing. U.mt‘ .̀
Matron 'Roberts said the fattier
turned the girl over his knee and
•spanked her until she cried for, mer-
cy. The girl told the matron she
would kill herself before Ole would
go back home.
Firenlier Mimpbeil-illannermau, of
England, is the exact opposite of his
predecessor, Balfour. in one thing.
The latter said that while he was in
office he never read the newspapers.
The present prime minister TIOt Only-
reads them, bvt writes for them.
Hopkinsville, Ky., May 28.—It is
learned here that Fire Marshal Mott
Ayres has sent a batch of papers to
John W. Kelly, county attorney of
Trigg-county, bearing on the burning
of the tobacco factory of' Robert
Wallis, at Rinaldo. The papers were
the same ones upon which Col. Ayres
gave out the information in .his re-
port, that he knew who wrote the
threatening letter to Wallis from
Wallonia. He was prevented from
going to Cadiz in person by the ill-
ness of his wife.
It is reported that Col. Ayres noti-
fied the circuit judge by long dis-
tance telephone today that he would
probably be able to leave his wife
and appear before the grand jjury
Wednesday. A prominent Trigg
County Citizen is said to be implicat-
ed in the sending of the letter and
highly sensational developments are
expected.
WANTS PLAYGROUNDS FOR
OLD, TO KEEP MINDS PURE.
Taylor Advocates Mixture of Genu-
ine Religion and Recreation.
Chicago, May 28.—Let the old
folks play. A man is a child as long
as he lives if he can have the chance
to romp and play once in a while.
"Too much relig:on is .bad for the
people," said Groham Taylor yester-
day before the congregatiinol minis-
ters' meeting at Chicago commons
"A good mixture of genuine religion
and physical recreation will do more
for the church than anything else.
Give the old folks play grounds. If
they cannot exercise their bodies
their minds cannot be pure. The
church, in placing too many re-




Railroads Lose an Important Case
Before Supreme Court.
Washington, May 28.—A decision
favorable to the Interstate Commerce
Commission was rendered by the
supreme court of the United States
Monday in the case .f Southern Rail-
way company vs. a Georgia lumber
firm H. Swift & Co. involving the
right of the commission to prohibit
the railroads from advancing freight
rates on pine lumber from the South
to Ohio river posits.
UNREST IN INDIA DUE
TO JAPANESE voefoRy
LaHore, British' India, May .i&
Those who have been attributing the
unrest in India to the victory of the
Japanese over the Russians find
confirmation of their belief in docu-
ments found in the 'possession of a
Hindu lawyer and a . companion ar-
rested here in connection with the
recent riot at Rawafporof. The docu-
ments show that the men taken into
custody were on their way to Tokyo
to solicit Japanese intervention, in
behalf of a native revolt against
British rule.
TAFT MEETS DEFEAT AT
GARFIELD'S HANDS.
Washington, May 28.—Since the
appointment of Edward B. Moore to
be comanissioner of intents a few
days ago, Secretary Taft has been
giving a fair imitation of a man chas-
ing himself around a circle with the
one suestion upon his mind:
"Where do I stand?"
When the vacancy in the patent of-
fice occurred Taft and Burton offered
Charles R. Moore, a Cleveland pat-
ent attorney, as their candidate. Taft
coneulted Garfield.
"I'm going to put the principle of
civil service in operation," declared
Garfield, "and promote Assistant pg
Comm'ssioner Moore to the post." innutustninurtu÷stitsuues
Taft went to she president.
"Tell Garfield. your troubles," said U
the president. . I ss
"I have already seen him," return- i ss
ed Taft, "and there's nothing doing. in
Can't you persuade him?" i
"No," replied the president, "I
can't." . .
Mr. Taft decided he did not know
exactly where he stood.
WOMEN OF THE WORLD..
Only a solitary Frenchwoman has
ever been the recipient of the cross
of the famous Legion of Honor for
what may best be described as an
act of war. She is Mme. Carlier, the
widow of the French ambassador at
Constantinople, who was married a
second time rather less than three
years ago. It was for a very heroic
act that she was awarded this dis-
tinguished ° honor. During some of
the racial disturbances so unfortu-
nately frequent in the sick man's cap-
ital she defended, revolver in hand,
some soo Armenian refugees- from a
desperate onslaught by their fierce
hereditary foes.
, • In the days of the wearing of crin-
olines Lady Dorothy Nevill jells in
her book of reminiscences hlow, but
for her prompt action, she might
gy possib'y have been burned to
death. She was showing an engrav-
ing over the fireplace to a guest and
in some way her voluminous skirts
caught fire. "None of the . women
present could do much to assist me,"
she says, "for their enormous crino-
lines rendered them almost com-
pletely impotent against fire. Had
_they come close to me they Would
have been in a blaze, too." So' she
had perforce to work out her own
salvation, which she did by 'rocking,
herself backward and forward On a
thick rug till the flames were extin-
guished.
To Launch Birmingham.
Boston; Mass., May A.—The scout
cruiser Birmingham, built 'for '• the
United States by the Fore River
Shipbuilding company, will be
launched at the shipyards at Quincy
tomorrow, and a large party from
the Alabama metropolis after whichthe ship, is named has arrived here
to attend the launching,. The christ-
ening ceremony will be perforMedby Miss rvtlary Campbell of*Birtning-
ham.
A .good cigar will burn *lowly and
eiZt-Ter, the weedgthat sino4d4erp _as
orie side is Orinferior suafity..
RELIGION OF so YEARS
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THE NEXT BIG EVENT IN PADUCAH WILL BE THE
1:
Methodist Professor Startles Cincin-
nati Ministers by Assertion.
Cincinnati, May 28.—Dr. Borden P.
Bowne, professor of theology at the
Methodist Thelogical seminary at
Boston. declared to a company of
aoo ministers at the Nfethodiet Book
concern, this 'morning that the ortho-
doxy of fifty years ago has about
brokien up and vanished He said
that creeds and doctrines and inter-
pretations are going through an evo-
lution toward advanced truth. It be-
hooves the church, said Dr. Rowse,
to keep its head clear and cool, for
"if the ntilleniurn should come in
over night a great many of those
having 'vested rights' would not
know just how to locate themselves."
"It is my firm conviction," said Dr.
flowne, "that the changes in the be- 13
fiefs and creeds of the church have it
been for tire better. I know of only U
a kw serious persons who would be U
willing to go back in science, in po-
litical economy and in religion to a It
time twenty-five years ago."
SNOW INJURES FRUIT
IN SOUTHERN OHIO. es
Fall is Latest Ever Reported in That Ig
U















































































NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE PREPARATIONS.
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RACKET STOR
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Si
St CAN HELP YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF DRESS
AND COMFORT. THE STORE IS BRIM FULL OF GOOD
SUGGESTIONS. A COMPLETE LINE OF AIRY FRESH
MATERIALS AWAITS YOUR CONSIDERATIQR‘
Region.
snow that d'd much damage to grow-
ing vegetation was rCportied irom
many localities. This afternoon of-
ficials of the local weather bureau
sent out warnings of heavier frosts
for tomorrow morning and there is
nallch apprehension among fruit
growers and gardeners. The snow
fell during the latter part of the night
along the 1 ttle Miami river valley
whitened meadows and plowed fields.
but quickly disappeared. This snow
fall is said to be the latest ever re-
ported in this part of the country.
SUES RAILROAD FOR
HAULING MOB.
Memphis. Tenn., May aft—Charg-
ing that the road operating a special
train to carry the mob which lynch-
ed Robert T. Rogers a year ago, the
widow and other relatives have filed
suit at Vicksburg, Miss., against the
Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific for
Szoo.oixi -damages_ Rogers was in
jad on a charge of having killed
Jesse Brown of Rayville, Miss., when
taken from officers and strung tip
by friends of the slain man.
WILL REMAIN IN SECLUSION
Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and Her
Mother-in-liw Take Pri-
vate Howe.
New York, May 28.—Mrs. Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, who has made the
Hotel Lorraine her home during the
many 'months her husband, Harry K.
Thaw, has been in the Tombs for the
murder of Stanford White, has left
the hotel, acording to an announce
ment published today, and with her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Wm. Thaw, has
taken up her home in a house on
Mirk avenue near Fifty-ninth street.
Htre the two women whose devotion
to the prisoner was a marked feature
of his recent trial will remain in se-
clusion for the summer, it is said,
so as to be within call of the prisoner
and to await 'events :n his case. The
second trial of Thaw will not be
reacted until fall.
Jewelers Talk Shop.
St. Louis, Mo., May A - Many
leading representatives of the trade
were present today at 'the opening
of the annual conventio-n of the Re-
tail Jewelers' association of Missou-
ri. The convention will be in ses-
sion three days and from all indi-
cations the proceedings will be of
much interest and benefit to the
trade. (Some of the matters to be
discussed are the national gold
stamping law, the parcels post, ad-
vertising, trade abuses, competition,
the eipair department and other side
lines for the jeweler.
'Lumbermen in Norfolk.
Norfolk, Va., May 28- The Na-
tional Lumhe- Mairufsetiirers' associ-
ation, tepresrutine eleven leading
lumberinculeri,theAr•iutir4 a s
tionsAgosightk..414 cot; ritryi• begat%
India Linons
WE WANT YOU TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH OUR
LINE OF INDIA LINON S. ITS BY FAR THE PINKIE
GOODS YOU'LL HAVE OFFERED YOU OF ITS CLASS
WE BUY THIS IN ENORMOUS QUANTITIES DIRECT
FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND HAVE NOT AD-
VANCED PRICES AS MOST STORES HAVE.
WE INVITE A COMPARISON OF THE FOLLOWING
GOODS. WE ARE SO SURE THEY ARE RIGHT THAT
YOU WILL AT ONCE R ECOGNIZE THEIR R EA L
VALUE AS BEING MUCH GREATER THAN THE PRICES
INDICATE.
GOOD INDIA LINON AT 5C.
GREAT INDIA LINONS AT ix, 12 1-2c. 15C AND C.
THESE GOODS ARE ACTUALLY WORTH ONE-THIRD
MORE THAN OUR PRICES.
Knock-About Goods
FOR SEPARATE SKIR






BETTER ONES AT 25 c AND 29C YARD
For Summer Wear
PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES ARE HERE IN ALL
THE NEW STYLES AND COLORS. POLKA DOTS, LARGE
AND SMALL, RING DOTS AND FLORAL DICISIGIIS —
PRICES 10C. 12 1-2C AND 15C A YARD. -tit •itelLikh:
OF COURSE WE HAVE THE GOOD 't•IFIVIi.,:•CRNT
LAWNS TOO. NOW kliggibdamit
White Goods
WHITE GOODS HAVE GROWN IN POPULARITY
FROM SEASON TO SEASON AND MANUFACTURERS
HAVE PRODUCED SOME EXCELLENT FABRICS OF
WHICH WE -HAVE AN ABUNDANT STOCK.
FINE WHITE BATISTE 15C AND 25C YARD.
48 INCH SHEER BATISTE 45C YARD.
48 INCH WASH CHIFFON 55C YARD.
46 INCH FRENCH LAWN 20C AND 25C YARD.
48 INCH FRENCH LAWN 45C YARD.
46 INCH MERCERIZED CHIFFONETTE 39C AND 45C.
MERCERIZED BATISTE C.
• .r/,
TS AND SUITS. WHITE, BLACK
KS AT WC
ITINGS IN PLAIN COLORS 10C•
TING& LIGHT WEIGHT, AT 10C.
IN CHECKS AND PLAIDS.
INOS IN HEAVIER WEIGHT AT
Dress Ginghtuns
A LOT OF GINGHAM S IN NEAT DRESS STYLES AT
7 1-2c A YARD.
FANCY GINGHAMS, ALSO SOLID COLORS, AT .19C
AND 12 1-2C.
IMPERIAL CHAMBRAY GINGHAM& SOLID COLORS
15c.
CLOSING A LOT OF BUNGALOW SUITINGS (MER-
CERIZED) AT 15C. FORMER PRICE WAS 35C. IT IMI-
TATES RAJAH SILK.
Ruffled Curtains
12 STYLES NEW SWISS RUFFLED CURTAINS
BY EXPRESS. •
.PLAIN RUFFLED CURTAINS 55C PAIR.
FIGURED RUFFLED CURTAINS 98C PAIR.
BETTER ONES AT $1.16 AND $1.26
THEY ARK DIFFERENT FROM ANYTHING HAVE
SHOWN THIS SEASON+
THEY ARE FIRST CLASS GOODS AND FINE VALUES.
WE HAVE SAID NOTHING ABOUT OUR BIG STOCK
OF HOSIERY—THE MOST COMPLETE SHOWING EVER
sEEN IN A PADUCAH STORE—PLAIN GAUZE HOlik"
LACE HOSE—ALL SO RTS OF HOSE FOR MEN, WO-
MEN AND CHILDREN. CAN'T WE SHOW YO
PURCELL THOMTSON
407 BROADWAY.22 22 22 22 22 :2 22 2: 2: :2 :2 2: 2: 2: 22 22 22 2: 2: 22 22,12 if i: It It It 21 !OS St 32
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and many others. -
convention in Norfolk today.
Among the organizations that have
sent delegates to this convention are
the Southern Cypress Manufacturer's
association, the Pacific Coast Lumber
Manufacturers' association, The Yel-
low Pine hilantsfactiarers' sissodation,
it. •
The following advertiseMent ap-
pears in a fashionable F..atilisit news.
paper: ."LOnely lady *Mies to ex--
change scandal' with another; replies
only from hpse la the best society,"
;
•
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TO-DAY
7:ou will have another opportunity
to buy one of
Handsome Suits for
Prince Chap 1 9.98 Cut-AwaysEton 
DOCUMENT SHOWS ABOUT
$100,000 EXPENDITURES
coutrry CLERK HIRAM S.MEDLEY NOW GETTING UP STATE-
KENT SHOWING FOR WHAT TAXPAYERS' MONEY WAS
'ISPENT POR YEAR PRECEDING JUNE t, ism—OSCAR RAWL-
dm:MOW WAX= -MAGISTRATE OF FIFT HDISTRICT IN THE
COUNTY—REPORT RECOMMENDS JAIL IN BASEMENT OF
THE COUNTY COURTHOUS E.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
terday morning commenced getting
up the financial statement for the
county government showing how
much money was received and for
What it was pair' out during the year
from June 1, 1906 to June t. t9o7.
The new revenue law of the state
compels every county to yearly pub-
lish a statement showing for what
every cent of money wee expended
during the preceding twelve months.
This is done in order that the tax-
payers may know just exactly what
4he public funds are used for. The
fiscal court has awarded the contract
to Tbe 'Register for publishing the
document. which will fill many cot-
mime, aa it will show the expendi-
ture of about Stocknore
The new law went into effect June
I. took and on finishing the state-
ment Clerk Smedley will submit it to
the fiscal court for approal.
Property Sold.
Land in the county has beret sold
•&já** Wigan-It Spicer for
$1,,o, and the deed was filed yes-
terday with the clerk.
Samuel and Roxie Hill sold to Lee
ill. Sliver& for 000 property on
the East side of South Fourth be-
tween Husbands and Norton streets.
Joseph Mattison transferred to
James Wigan tor Seoo, property on
Sixth street near Mesbands.
A document was filed conferring
power of attorney from George W.
Norton to Hiram Smedley.
Lizzie White qualified as adminis-
tratrix of the estate of the late James
White.
A marriage license was issued to
William Kirkee and Oda Rose.
NOW Magistrate.
Yesterday Gov. Beckham appointed
Oscar Rawlisson. of the county, to
be the new magistrate for the fifth
district to sueoeed W. E. Lane, Re-
publican. who resigned last week.
Judge Lightfoot recommended Mr.
Rawlinson to fill the place until next
November. when the people at the
polls select the one .to sit for the
remainder of the term for which Mr.
Lane was elected. Mr. Rawlin-
son is a Democrat and takes a po-
sition on the fiscal court committees
of whIch Mr. Lane was a member.
Drawing Up Report.
The committee of magistrates se-
lected by the ficcal court to look into
the question of establishing a new
county jail is now framing up a state-r
' ment to be submitted to the court
i when it meets next Tuesday at the
county courthouse. The report will
recommend that the new jail be plac-
ed in the basement of the courthouse.
along which line the commiteemen
have been working for the past three
weeks, their exhaustive investigation
developing that this is the most fea-
sible place for the new bastile.
STATE CONVENTION OFi,
THE PROHIBITION PARTY
HEAD SWATHED JUDGE CANTRILL
IN BANDAGES RESIGNS BENCH
Reading Standard
ii  Bicycles and Motor Cycles
MANAGER QUISENBERRY IS SENDS LETTRR TO GOVERNOR
ABLE TO BE OUT AGAIN GIVING ILL HEALTH AS
AFTER INJURIES. THE CAUSE.
Contractor Mel Byrd Moved From Judge John D. Carroll of Henry
Mayor's Home to Own Res:- • County, Appointed by Governor 1
dence in City. To Succeed Him.
Manager Samuel (,,...i - ctil,erry, of
the Western Union Te:egran'it office,
is able to be at his place of bui.in,:s,
after laying up for a number of days
as the result of being thrown from
a buggy by a pair of runaway horses
on Jackson near Third street. He is
still wearing bandages around his
head and it will be some days be-
fore the wounds entirely heal.
Moved to His Home.
Contractor Mel Byrd, Sr., was yes-
terday moved from the residence of
Mayor Yeiser in Arcadia to the for-
1
 mer's home on Trimble near Tenth
street, and is resting well. It devel-
ops that the end pf the broken rib
did not pierce his lung, as was fered
at first when he fell into the ha
rnent of the new residence Mr. Jas
Campbell, Jr., is erecting a short /
tance frcrm the mayor's subur
:csidence.
Sick People.
Night Clerk Lawrence Rasor of
The Pahner was able to be out laft
evening after a several days' illness
at his hornie in the Patterson home
on Jefferson near Fifth street.
Mr. Edward McCormick is out af-
ter a several weeks' confinement with
sickness. He is assistant street in-
spector for the city.
Child Injured.
Louise Virginia, the 4-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis P.
Head, of nte Broadway, was pain-
fully injured yesterday by falling
against the iron gate in front of the
residence. The child tripped and fell,
cutting a gash in her left temple..
COLONEL It J. FANNING REACHES LOUISVILLE TODAY AND
ANOTHER TO BE THERE IS REV. L. L. PICKETT, WHO IS
TO COME TO PADUCAH NEXT SATURDAY TO START AN-
OTHER REVIVAL—REV. J. G. MIGYETT NOW DELIVERING
SERIES OF INTERESTING T EMPERANCE LECTURES.
Col. M. J. Fanning, the great tem-
perance lecturer who was here last
week.' has been at Brandenburg,
Hawesville and other places since
last Sunday delivering addresses and
arrives today at Louisville to partic-
ipate in the state convention to be
held by the Peohlentitt party.
Another well known person, who
fits many itierniebert, that wit be
there is Rev. L. L. Pickett, the noted,
evangelist, publisher ,tind author who
last week closed, a.dstscceisful revival
at the Third stidel 'Methodist church
and who returns here next Saturday
to. he ' one of- :the main workers for
the protracted meeting to commence
the coming Sunday under the, huge
tent • erected at Fifth and Ja4sbet
siFetitt'and nhieh 'revival will ,be un-
thwelke,seperiOsion of Rev. Peter
Pieldia etfl,the „Tb(1:4 •Strect, Methodir t
chilli&
I-I ' t - sie i'Spea...ttg o t.*e con nt on flte
Louisville •Pottrof yesterday says:
"The state conventien of the Pro-
hibition Viarty Of Xelttuelry will be
kelj Trs4gjrid , Friday at Pente-,
r•tilat West Walnut.
et '. h , TI .tie both morning
an a weititions. and a full
etate ticket will be and. ,The con-
vention- will be called -eo order by H.
W. Davis, actchaltman of the
ti ,catite Gyarat Committee., An ad-.* O
MPEsii of welcbtrie will be delitered by
ilea 'Barr. M. ii". Sun*, pastor of she
Twentx-second and Walnnt streets
Raptist, cburck ,.
"Charles It ynneit. chairman of the
. Natronal C4inittittee of the Prohibi-
tion ?arty. will be • present. Other
'prominent Prohibitionists 'who will
• lie present are Col,. '1.. R. Minaret,
who helped' to Organize, the party
thiiiiiihr /ears 211rak in* his attended
every state coxirmtion *inv.; the Rev.
It it Vipssik ar•iloste, ressidiusi
of Asbury college; L. L. Pickett,
evangelist, author and publisher; the
Rev. J. W. Hughes, president of
Kingswood college, of Harned, and
rs. Frances E. Beauchamp, presi-
dent of the Kentucky State W. C. T.
Series of Lectures.
Great interest and much esthusiasm
is being aroused in the series of tem-
perance lectures now being delivered
in this city, and hundreds of people
are hearing Rev. J. C. Migyett, the
noted divine who has been here since
last Saturidaer. Yesterday Morning
he was heard by as immense crowd
at the 'market house. Several bar-
tenders tried to outwit him by ask-
ing pointed questions regarding the
liquor traffic, and he answered them
so quickly and forcefully that the sa-
loonkeepers lsiere put to rout by the
brilliant andltble man.
Last night he addressed a large
crowd at the city hall, while this
morning at 8:30 o'clock he speaks •
again at the market, at noon, at the
Illinois Central railroad shops, and at
3:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon to
the children of the 'high school de-
paftment at the Weihingtoe school
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Paducah, Ky., May 23, 1907.:
In order tiiat the joint finance com-
mittee of the general council may
have sufficient time to carefully OA*
amine all bills for material furnished
and for claims f al" kinds made
against the city, it is imperative that
bilk be rendered to the city auditor,
for each current month, not later
than the Wednesday next preceding
the Fridity on which the joint finance
committee meets for this purpose:
You are aware that no fends mak
be disbursed by the c:ty excepsiTtt
allowance of the general council.
meeting of the council (lower boar
is always held on the f.rst Mon
in each month. The joint finausta
committee meets on the Friday af-
ternoon preceding the council meet-
ing, and in order that your accounts
against the city may be properly ex-
amined and approved they must be
rendered to the auditor on the Wed-
nesday next before the meeting of the
joint finance committee. Such items
as you may furnish after that day,
can be included in the succeeding
month's business. Your bills should
be accompanied with the department
order authorizing the purchase. Bills
Tor Teed stuff hay and fuel, must be
accompanied by certificate from the
city scales.
It is to your interest to comply
with this notice, as bills rendered la-
ter than the above date, and under
these requirements, will not be con-
sidered until the meeting cf the fol-
)owing'. month.
Repeated disregard of this notice
will cause instructions to be issued
to department heads to buy only
from persons wiling to' co-operate
with the city's financial department.
Respectfully,
jorrer FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Bf C. H. CRAMIBLIN, Chairman.
ALEX. KIRKLAND, Auditor.




ADVERT= Di THE REGISTER
AMU Gal ;JUICY ri,:::,tiLTS
A book is soon to appear ;it Dres-
den entitled, "A Fight for a Royal
Cfried."1 -TS, author is Ida Kremer.
She tells of her experiences ss gov-
erness in the house of the Countess
NIontignoso until she was obliged ,to
depart by order of the Court Mar-





Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars ate not all
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-,





f•'.̀ unicf,ort. May 28.—The re-
signation of Appellate Court Judge
Jaires'E. Cantrill was received at the
°Mee of Gov. Beckham this morn-
ing and accepted, the governor im-
mediately-appointing Judge John D.
Carroll, of Henry County, to serve
in Judge Cantrill's place. The latter
in resigning sent •the Governor a
statement declaring that he had tak-
1 the step on account of continued
ill health.
Judge Carroll, his successor, is one
of the best known lawyers in the
and was defeated by Judge
for the Democratic nomina-
tion. He was chosen commissioner
of the court of appeals, art office cre-
ated by the last legislature in order
-to aid the appellate court, which had
been overworked. since the illness of
Judge Cantrill, who has not sat on
the, bench more than once or twice
during his term. The office of com-
missioner can be filled or left vacant
at discretion of the appellate court
judges, and, as there will now be a
full bench, it is certain that there will
be no appointment made and the
place will practically be done away
with.
tAn election to name a successor
will be held in Noverniber, and it is
believed Judge Carroll will have no
opposition.
In tendering his resignation, Judge
Cantrill writes the governor as fol-
lows:
"Georgetown, Ky., May 28, icon —
To J. C. W. Beckham, Governor of
Kentucky. Your Excellescy: I here-
by tender my resignation as judge of
the court of appeals of Kentucky for
t14 Fifth appe'late district, to take
effect at once.
"liad it not been or the encourage-
ment given me by eminent physicians,
the constant appeals of my very dear'
friends, ;Asti my hope that I might
again be physically able -to discharge
the dueties of that high office, and so
realize my life's greatest ambition, I
should have handed you this resig-
nation long ago.
'In justice to myself and the corn-
aitti I can defer 'the matter
no longer. —
"I have uoticed with pride what
has been accomplished by your aP-
pointee, the Hon. John D. Carroll.
she commissioner of the court, and
as II know him to be an honorable
man, an indefatigable worker, strong,
able, and my friend, may I not ven-
ture to ask that your excellency ap-
point him to succeed me?
"With infinite gratitude to the peo-
ple of my state, distrjet and county.
because of their unva/ying kindness
to me through all the past, and for
many honors they have conferred
upon me, I am sincerely,
"JAMES E. CANTRILL"
League of Georgia Ilismicipalities.
Athens, Ga., May 20.—Several
score of the chief cities of the state
were represented by their mayors or
other officials at the opening here
today of the sixth annual convention
of the League of Georgia Munici-
palities. The meeting place was the
Colonial Theatre, where the conven-
tion was called to order shortly be-
fore noon by President L. H. Chap-
pell of Columbus. Rev. E. L. Hill
delivered the invocation and Mayor
W. F. Dorsey and PresidentM. G.
Michael of the Chamber of Corns
merce welcomed the visitors The
response was by James I.. Mayson,
city :Attorney of Atlanta.
The visitors were entertained at a
barbecue this noon and at 2:30 p.
m. reassembled to discuss sanitation,
public works, protection of .property
from fire, municipal care and culture
of trees, foreign immigration and
other subjects relating to the welfare
of cities and the management of
'their affairs. The league will con-
tinue its sessions tomorrow, wind-
ing up in the evening with 'the ens-
. tomary banquet.
I Richmond Music Festival.Richmond, Ind... May 28. -The
Richmond May Music Festival opens
this evening, and many music lovers
from out of town are here. The
programme this year embraces
three concerts and is the most am-
bitious yet attempted by the socie-
ty. In addition to the chorus of 2so
. voices and the Theodore Thomas
orchestra the participants are to in-
clude the following well known so-
loists: Corinne RidereKalsey, 'so-
prano; Janet Spencer; contralto; Ed-
ward Johnson, tenor; Herbert With-
erspoon, basso and Louis Eibel, pi-
anist.
ANTI-TOBACCO LAW.
Milaanrole, Willa May state
Ineetabie today. weal Moho* op-
pedition a NH prohibiting the use of
.aeliecco by hays under sixteen years
Pf • <
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON J-REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 743. 326-28 S. 3rd St
3t
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and monuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive




SUPERINTENDENT M'COURT PASSED THROUGH THIS CITY
YESTERDAY AND GAVE OUT LIST OF PROMOTIONS AND
TRANSFERS RESULTING FROM FLYNN QUITTING--COL-
ONEL PROSSER RETURNED TO LOUISVILLE TODAY —
HUNDREDS OF RAILROADERS WILL RECOGNIZE DECO-
RATION DAY.
Mr. .Harry McCourt general sup-
erintendent of Southern lines for the j
Illinois Central railroad, passed I
through the city yesterday morning
in his special car en route from Mem-
phis to the Nashville division. Sup-
erintendent Egan of the Louisville
division met him here and went as
far as Princeton with Mr. McCourt,
who proceeded on to the Tennessee
state capitol. As result of Superin-
tendent Jack J.1 Flynn, of the division
south of Memphis, resigning to go
with the Trinity & Brazos Valley
railroad at Fort Worth. Texas, Gen-
eral Superintendent McCourt an-
nounced while here yesterday that
the following promotions and trans-
fers had been made, the selections
showing that he chose men long in
the service of the system and thor-
oughly exxperienced arid conversant
with their rkspecti* 41)nm/tents:
T. E. Hill, present roadmaster of
the Louisiana division, is appointed
division superintendent, succeeding
J. F. Porterfield, traneferred His
headquaters will he. 44 McComb,
Miss. T. L. Dubbs, at present train-
master of the Tennessee division, is
appointed superintendent ' of the
Nashville division, with office at
Nleshville, to succeed H. y. Scheming.
C F. Sherman, at present sdpervisor
on the Louisiana division, is appoint-
ed roaenaster of that division, with
office at McCombs, Miss
G. E. Galloway, formerly division
agent at the Tennessee division at
Nashville, is appaointed trainmaster,
with office at Fukon, Ky., to succeed
T. L. Dubbs. T. A. Neuborn is ap-
pointed supervisor at McComb, Miss.,
to succeed C. F. Sherman.
In Three Sections.
The noon passenger train passing
through here yestt-day was run in
three sections to accommodate the
heavy travel coming from the south
and going to Richmond, Va., to at.-
tend the Confederate reunion. Quite
a crowd went from this city and at
Lotttsville all the Kentuckians join-
ed and vient on together.
Passenger Agent.
Colonel Evan B. Prosser of the
Baltimore & Ohio railroad, left this
morning at I:4o o'clock for Louisville
after—elosing negotiattions whereby
he carries the big Paducah delega-
tion out of Louisville over his road,
bound for the Knights Templar con-
clave at Saratoga Springs, New,
York. He promises the Paducah
people a fine, comfortable outing
over his line.
Hundreds Lay Off.
Hundreds of the railroad shop men
will lay off tomorrow, taking a bob-
day, it being Decoration Day. Many
of them go down in Ballard county Italy has the reentdificia of • menu-
helium while- Other* go to the IA** factszingsomr •44 the .retronfleet
aertbelt the river; and a tlig. crowd' Wyatt in lie woe,*
nrlU 'pass - the day with, taisir rever-
y/v/1i and rpm:: be krge*Lrrerr
range near the fair grounds.
Ticket Agent Back.
Roy Prather, ticket agent for the
Ilinois Central, has returned- front
spending his vacation at the Jame--
town Exposition and other eastern
cities, and resumes his work in the
ticket office tomorrow. During his




NEW TEXAS LAW UPHELD IN
WATERS-PIERCE OIL COM-
PANY SUIT. •
Austin, Tex., May .28.—The re-
cently enacted state law requiring de-
fendant corporations to produce' in
court any filifrefe—of-Iiiordi Jitr
was upheld yesterday in the trial of
the ouster and penalty suit of the
state of Texas vs. the Watere-pierce
Oil company.
Replying to a writ of ducem te-
cum the defense declared that cer-
tain papers called for WriTe not in
their possession. Testifying' in the
matter, J. D. Johnson, representing
the oil company, insisted that the
description given in the application
was not sufficient for him to judge
asc to what papers were desired. Mr.
Johnson refused to answer any ques-
tions relating to other papers or rec-
ords. The court to the iieloVraw re-
quiring the production of' papers,
which was upheld, and the defense
ordered to comply. certain papers
were then produced, but as they were
not important another writ .was se-
cured. This last writ, howiVer, had
not been replied to when •anJecljourn-
ment was had for the day.'
Roy Campbell of San Antonio, a
former employe of the Waters-Pierce
Oil company, was the only witness
to. testify yesterday. Campbell testi-
fied that he had sold out • to the
Waters-Pierce Oil company after
trying -to fight them and then con-
tinued in the -employ of the com-
pany for ten years, while oitensibly
operating as an independent. dealer,
finally being, discharged and at pres-
ent maintaining a net agaltist the
company for salary since thr'sternmcr
of ieo4 when his pay ,
elseafle.'w opped....
Dr. Lu'divig Fulda, the welt known
poet-dramatise, has purchased the
estate of Karerlake, in Tyre], and
expects to erect a castle and live
there most of the year. He is now
at work on a new drama fo he pre-









lilecause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it io West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. at.
'For other information apply to
JAMES BOGER, Supt.






Ticket' $5.00, Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
rtv of live or over Si each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
8. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
H. I. RIMS, M.  D.
Moe, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Batt-
ing, 533 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 490;
Old Phone 1487 P.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation









OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Nif Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Ire Ftaternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 434R
• ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET QUICK RESULTS
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The nunous American Philotiophat
Was the Rage of the French
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little in liberal ideas, wrote John
Hay, In "Franklin in France" in Call
tury. So powerful was the vast 1m&
pulse of fres thought that then Ian
enced the mind of France—that MIS
contible French mind that always an
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration—that
even the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentous words Liberts
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as If they were only a new game
for their amusement, not Imowina
what was to them the terrible import
of those words. It became very muds
the accepted thing at court to rave
about Franklin. The years and leve.
ly queen. Marie Antoinette, was moat
winning and gracious toward him
The languid courtiers °rammed
natural scienes to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides sad
Phocion.
It Is sad to think of the utter ea
eonsciouLneas of these amiable aristo
crats. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was a portent one a
prophet to them. He was Incarnate
democracy, and they petted him
They never imagined that in showed's/
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were sowing
the wind which would ripen in an aw
ful harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de
velopment the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of these ovations to thr
treat democrat There was one saga,
done head that was wisely shakes
over these indiscretions while they
lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Aus
tria, brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister re
baked his coolness on the American
question. replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of • royalist."
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found Umseli the honored
guest of royalty, his thooglits reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
wheu his father used to quote to him
in the old candle shop at Boston, the
words at the wise man, "Beast thou a
man diligent in his business' He shall
stand before kings - The old sage
heard the echo of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century, and a
new and strange light as of prophecy
fulfill., illumined the immortal
words. Surely no men ever lived more
diligent in his frilliness. Surely DO
man ever stood, with tnore of the in
nate dignity of upright manhood, be
fore kings.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Totlor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not So Often
Seen.
—There are fewer well dressed men
In Drc.2r1way at the present time than
have known for several years,- said
an uptot-sa tailor, reports the Sun. "At
the same time there DTA more well
dressed men in New York now than
ever, because there are more men hers
than ever, but the good dressers are
not on street parade.
"Yon and them at the clubs, at the
places of amusement. The day of the
Broadway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take • stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon when the
weather mar. has made good on his
forecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
well dressed men than any other city
In this country there was more leisure
in New York. The New Yorker of to-
day Is too much engrossed with his
business to idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners. •
"When he is at business he appears
In business attire. When be quite
business he disappears from the street
and comes out In proper attire *Lao
waere later in the day.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
formerly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have men
from all parts of the country They
are Nar.othily arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the crush the well dressed
man is not as conspicuous as he used
to be
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so many
Of the properly attired the good dress-
ers had it 611 their own way. In that
day one could get the styles by watch
lug the procession."
No Danger.
"Now. Mr Newcome," the vestry-
man, who was decidedly low "church."
said to the new rector, "there's one
thing we demand of Our rector; there
must be so surplice here—"
"Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr.
NawCOMe, "there's no danger of that
,In the salary you pqr."--,113144,hil
Epik 
ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
Convictions for This Offense Rave
Been Numerous in Ger-
many.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 1903
8,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were l
larger, a decrease of six per cent being '
noted for 1903. The largest number of •
convictions occurred at Berlin, where ,
an increams from 598 in 1902 to 646 15:
1903 is shown. kbr producing and keep-
hag for sale and consumption unwholso ,
some articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1901!
This large increase is due to the effects
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 in 1902. For knowingly vio-
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
Grosse. as well • NM regelatielas to
prevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liable to spread cots
tagious diseases before disinfection.
131 persons were convicted, against 1.-
173 in 1902, showing • decrease of N
per cent For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious &Mumma 69 persons were
convicted. against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Encountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to aloha
their children in the preparation ol
their school lessons encounter some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pro
sents stumbling blocks that trip up Ms
wisest minds of a generation ago. la
that benighted age youthful students ol
arithmetic were taught that in an ex•
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the r•
minder was written at the end of the
quotient Old fogies who have dropped
hopelessly behind the times now at•
tempt to introduce those in
Inedtods when tutoring Oaele
het the youngsters soevatally
"Oh, that isn't right," they MINE
You mute put it down this way."
Then. according to present-day be
etructies, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formed,
occupied by the quotient Before these
uctentricities of modern educatioa the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trythe
to prepare himself for the next innove.
Uoa, which will probably be to asks
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
gorses of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
- --
Probably not half Is dozen horses are
somparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life ia Ameri-
ca. Harness in this country then was
distinctly American in type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but if
thet harness, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although It was
then considered the proper thing.
Whatever may have been our opinion.,
then, we now know _veils 1s right. It
was only a matter of education and vs
were apt scholars. A score of yeas*
ago the horse show descended upon
as and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. Ii
was apparent to all beholden that
something was wrong, and when lates
eme or two animals were shown is
English harness the "somethine
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
so wooer recognized than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the English
Me of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus lffid%
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have bad," said a dealer, "val.
rum leather two inches thick, sash
being worth about $600 a side, brie.
lug, as It does, $2.60 a pound.
"It takes four or aye years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 71
oasts a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is used chiedy tor
polishing purposes by atanufseturese
jeweiers. It Se eat tato dines, wlilsh
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is a
durable leather mad It Is eepedallty
desirable in this toe bosom It pal-
khas without scratching."
Analysis.
"Misky, wet is a pisilaarropistf"
"vim, it's like this—If I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to ere
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
things."—Life.
The Divialen.
Edgar—In !inter the hea
Oscar—Anil "te coal ova
COLORADO DEPUTVII MOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wender.
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff William Rost
eld•,on was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal.
fans met death at the hands of one
man stationed in a shed and shooting
through a knotiiole, relate. the Dente"
Timm They told Ice. RonwIdsow
stories of what crock shots the Del'
Loss were and how they *had off
every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Deaver deputy was on the
train some stranger entered into a con.
venation about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Dalton, blew into C,olfeyyllle and
secured several thousand dollars from
a beoh.
Iteiaideoa said: "Yes, there were
seam geed marksmen there, but it ta
easy to hit a man with a Winchester.
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ex'
elusively. Of course, we have as crash
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off a prairie dog there while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed • five-spot is
Deputy Renaldson's face and it wee
covered. Ronaldson snapped out his
38-caliber Colt and without much do
liberation, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansan pml
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronalition
of Deaver, was five dollars to the geed
and triads en the sheriff's fortis ses
they would take a hundred similes
bets that Ronaldson could do the SAMS
nine times Out of tea.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
Fella. Had the Instinct of Camila]
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It Is well known that Manx alai
have no tells," says a writer In the
Scientific American, "only Might
stumps, and that the offspring of inselp
In other parts of the world, in the
ant generation at least, are In ehg
lune abnormal condition. While live
tug in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to um, which, el.
though born there, was tallies& TM
boor of our breakfast room was sprits-
shutting, like most of the screen dews
In this country, but opening only is-
ward the inside. Before the kitten Wall
fullgrown be had learned to let Maw
self in by pushing from the °shrift
but never learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull It open trawl
the inside.
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
' I wish to call attention—any caL-atatild
I have easily learned to do that; but the
I fact that invariably, after be had 110pushed It and got his body partially
I in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
; prevent the tall that was not there
1 (but heredity impressed on him the
i fact that it ought to have been) from
I being caught between the closing dooran 1 its frame
"This be did tl,,zcns of times every
day so long as se had him, and was
always wilting to show off before our
uelghbors, as he never seemed to reo-
ognihe the fact that he had not a tail
Like his neighbors.-
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Tenn Applied to the Patient, Oriente
Growth of Rothschild's
fortune.
"In the first place," it should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortune
Is not Industrial," says Vance 'Thomp-
son, who writes of —The Rothschilds of
Franoe," in Everybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many Industries and many rail-
ways—like the Ilene du Nord—but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it Is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient to-
cumulation one might call It (since
phrases are the mode) coral reef
leases, so solidly has it been built up In
the dusk and silence of the underworld
Of polities.
"And the fortune of the French house
te-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means $2,000,000,000 Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum—It seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers,
this 10,000,000,000 of French money.
'fbey own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
means of transpor, both railways and
waterwayo—so far as the canal system
goes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the grcatest
owners of lands and houses in Paris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Chem pn-
Elyseee, the Bois de Boulogne. the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Care du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschilda; their Ateaux dot the
provinces; 1.n land IN"ft they possess
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
Living persons. When one dies another
is let into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since it warn
invested by an alter in' the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper Is peculiar in that
Nast en one side does not show
through on the other.
&deuce to the Pore.
We and Intellect working net ewe
muck in literature as in Use domain of
edemas, which has brought forth due
tag the last few years many strange
and wanderfel discoveries. If we have
not had the poems of a Keats or a
Shelley, we have had wireless tale.
graph, radio: JC-riyil sad a soother of
kindred dleoeverles.--.Londoe Amell
Guy Nance a Son
,UNDERTAKER.S and EMBALMERS
211-213 South Third Street, PADUCAH KY.
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(nterest paid on tine deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to US.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.









All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal gyp-
ervision, and no derail, no ma::cr it-sw
unimportant it may &CCM, CIIC2F•e• e••
don. We use the famous 7,itandani-
Porcelein Enameled Plurn!•irtg - :
which are the best cuae. i* ;
your work with us, you se aszere: • &
best material and workmanship ot.t.a.tutl_••
Let us quote you prices.
E. D. HANNAN Both Phones. N132 South Fourth St
k-,
E N or. write tITor big





=LOW any other manufacturer or dealer is the world.
DO NOT WY A DIOYOL
u
m"-a
oruire:esaVerdayaginm reZivellieur ens and
MRS ser=eragad sew effttsell= try rserriagar ibierom f
we 
direct to rider with no middles's-a prodt&
swop spith•• I a oral deport?, Pay the Irrelgbtact4
allow 10 Days Yr.. Tilsi and make other liberal terms which so ot
house is the world will You will Wars everything sod get meth wallet
able isforwatiou by simply enitiag us. postal
We need • oporop awn. in every Iowa and clan offer as opportunity
to snake mosey to suitable young men who apply at owe.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TMES ° " LI$A. 8 LA
Yoe/ a
Ws Will len se:—.7"—rd
a Int41° posomooPerlirr• 4 80 • -rFIFFAI
POP lotalli= 0.• sin Tsi Vi
(cAsH WITH 011111/1 114.110 mem-
NO MORE TROUSLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 yaws exposit:ace in tire
snaking. No tiestaer from THORNS. CAC- #
TVS. PINS. NAILS, TACKS or GLASS. Relies the Mist rubber Weed!"A" awl pumaesse sang. "Ir"
Serious punctures, like inteetional knife cuts, can nod "D." else Una tufa •ir*)
be vulcanized like any other tire. -. revent e M--..---,
Toeiloodrod Thoosood oaks pow is mho, no. Over 
be plsai . Tale
tam will enflame ether
sashe-11011T 0 sad
Seventy-des Tboosood pairs ookl lool omr. nos: ILNDIMIM





of rubber, which sever beespose porous Rad which elute up anal* peesteres
without aliowhig the sir to escape. We have Inselrells of letters film eatisiliell willeMara mileg
that their tires hays only Wee puma up owe or twice ia s whole season. They Mese thai
an ordinary tire, the peacture beta, gives by
prepared fabric on the tread. That" " samatias cola nior
or soft made is ovemoiee by the pa 
aelt oftil=
Weave" treed which vermin 
IrisestA,
&
squeezed out betimes the the and the everoossiag all suction. muter pile* of theme!
: Gail; j:M0 per Z. on ordt=trestreirier teltr:=:ertii o.rtota spereweL.
per prim to the rider
Toe do sot pay • lest until you hew eawained and fraud them strictly es
We will allow • ewe Meanest of 5 per cast (thereby the price SeaS per pair) If yes seudi
fun paid oust.h (theeams and pimp mad tw o SampsonSampsonmetal puncture am s  '
FITLL OASM WWII ORD1111 and enclose this ad*, We will also seed os:
plated 
b
poacture rimers to be used in cosset intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be
at OUR expense It for any ream* they are hot satiefactory ea
We are perfectly mom seareliable and , t to us is as safe as is • bask. £*y
Ranker, 
ear
rr *Mtht Agent or the ine of this paper about us. II you orderreget=r .
these tires, you wifi Soil that they will rife easier, rim faster, wear better, last Wager altl..
Suer them any tire you have ever used or sees at may price. We kaiser that you win tie Powell;'
that When you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We west you to mad se • enia lIall•
order at owe, hence this remarltable tire offer.
00.977E11A. DRAKE% 
watwep.whissis& saddles. pedals, parts and reyairs.i
everything is the bicycle Ilse are sold by us at half the 
um 
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write fee our big SUNDRY caDO Nor w but write US • postal today. DO NOT THIWON MISTMINIa
bicycle or • pair oftires from aayone until you kisser
imisiderful offers we are making. It only coats a postal to leant everything. Write afar




tor Jesse Spicer ot probably the only
man in the United State tinder in-
dictment for three nuirders for whom
no reward has ever been offered and
who is a fugit:ve from justice with
no one looking for him, When the
state militia, tinder the orders of .the
governor, swept down upon fend-rid-
den Jackson and' stopped the series
of assassinations. Jesse Spicer qn.et-
Iy packed his trunk and slipped away.
In the excitement he was not missed.
It is charged that he carried away
with him many thousands -of dollars.
Detectives employed by Northern
investors report that- for several
years Spicer Was the leader of a
band of men who had been receiving
money from 'air parts of the United
adveitlying" clettsively rod
T ens'to 111:eilt
county timber land to which they
gate title,. "the deeds were execut-
cd and recorded, but the described
ptoperty ‘t:t.. after W:Irdg reported
Spi,-er bad been eloselY
connected wth the II argie during
&tile reign of aseass:nation. Ile has
,bects indicted in Imth Breath it and
Fayette counties for the murders of
Dr, -Cox, James Cockrell and James
B. Nlarcturt. and is sender ppdictment
in Breathitt &TOM) having fN•ged
(keels to thobsantis of dollars worth
of property to which Co title could
be g.ven. When last 'heard of SOP
er wss in San Francisco, and Wit
sa..-d that he pe,riched in the earth-
quake which degtroyed that city Iasi
year.
l'he Dean of estminster has re,
fused to admit a memorial . tablet
which was dedicated tr, Herbert.
Speticer., into tbe ttblzey ••,, the
























Thursday, May 3oth.. Special
excursion train leaves Paducah at
wee a. m.—round trip $1.00; re-
turning, leave Cairo to:oo p. m.,
same date.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Round trip $i6.80.. Special
train will leave 'aducah about
soon, Muff ailth. carrying
*refuel sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.95 rounctrip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th; May 5-11-18.23-35 and
se, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April igth to November 3oth-1e
days-1123.75. Coach excursions















Once, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, °Moe, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANK13,
(Homeopathist.)
011ce 306 Broadway, Phone zao.
Residence, Sxo Broadway, Phone tee
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.




SIMON BLYTHE, K. D.,
Mice 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fielber, D. C.
PARLEY & F/SHNIF.,
Votierina* Surgeons and Dentints.
Office azid 429 South Thlisd
• St„ Paducah, Ky.
Old Phone 13.5. New phone 351.
Reeidence, old phone t816.
J. It JONES
Dealer in High-Grade
f Pianos and Organs
• 622 Broadway
0:4 khosc JIJ. raducik K.
RECRUITS FOR ARMY WHITTEMORE'
NOT MANY. APPLICATIONS AT COLUMN OF
EL:CTION TUE&
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
The Sort of Men Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed majot
who has charge of the recruiting od1ce
on Third avenue swung around in his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea.
son for recruiting. There is no other
time a Vie year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
'..., men can get more work
Ottteg ply outside just new, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then It Isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced officer *kook kb
head, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes It's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of adventure,
but there are some," the lighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examination and safely run the gen-
let of the other departments and tad
at lslat readied the final court.
recruiting officer looked the boy u,
with a military keenness that wasnui
unkindly.
"Your age?" he asked, In a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the coy.
"Will your parews certify to that?"
"I have none," sad the youth, stead.
Hy, but with a nervous lingering cf his
soft bat. "I'm on °soden."
The oMcer asked him several other
questions and brought the Interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he said,
end as the boy's face clouded, be add-
ed: "Bring certideattons as to your
age and character and a recommends-
!ion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age." explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
"Certainly, but not without their
pareats' consent. They have to bring
papers from their parents and letters
of recommendation before we'll take
them."
"And married men?"
-Generally speaking, In times ol
peace they're barred. Unless the cola
net of some regiment is willing to take
married man it is against the regu-
lations to enlist him. You understand
there's ne provision made by the gov.
eminent for the support of the fam-
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country', so the benedicts are practia
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, Indeed, they sometimes elle
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape In that way.
And some of them, if they get tired of
army life, or think they are In any
danger, resurrect their wives, as It
were, and use them as an excuse for
their discharge from the service,
Then they are dishonorably Ms
charged for having enlisted by fraud
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there 111 much less work le
the first two. A cavalryman has to
ta.ke care of his horse as well as hie
equipments; he has the work of the
Infantryman and about as rnech again.
On the field, when camp is pitched.
he has to look out for his horse before
be can attend to his own wante. The
artillery offers the most advantages
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most 01
the artillery is.
"On an average In this office we
have from 1,200 to 1,h00 enlistments a.
year. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record fos
enilitments, but that is bemuse there
are more reenlIstments there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought hack from the Philippines
land in San rrancisec. i. and the great
eumber of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtle in the Mail.
When the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post ofOce a huge snap
ping turtle walked mit of the pouch and
*sated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
partment. The turtle had enougn
Manips on its back to take it to its dein-
nation, b..11 he paper containing the an
dress bad 1 een lost in transit. Unties
the ruler of the departmert• the turtle
will be wait to the dead-letter office un-
less ,the aientler can be found, and will
forward edhugh 'Unfits to rover ite
shipment blick. litteffethile, the car-
rier.' Seytocbttlon has idhpied thie turtle,
and. iteUlte the dipattment
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the spelt-pot. -Newark
NeWs. ,
Everything Accepted.
-You seem to think a good deal of
that
annv En• i.:,11.ebt to," admitted theyourg
Imo •lie's the only person who
my contributions."
,7 ffIr ?"
t asses the plate at OW
It/burg Pt*.
Meet Djacarded.
I y, until within a few yea
Lb. "Ale e vat the pnly garde
t ,,t,uetry that yielded any oa
OM Mir' AMPS /MA/ SIMMISS 110
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
PHONES 835.
$3060, new house, Vaughans addi-
tion Mechanicsburg, near big Mills;
40 ft. lot rents for $60 per yeur or 20
per cent gross on the
'anyone with $300 to iii' L.,t. '\ odd do
well to take this.
$600, twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between 26th and
29th streets, some lots irregular shape
and some low, 'brook runs through
, corner about four acres, all for $OW,
$2ori cash balance i and 2 years, make
some one a good home place with
garden.
$soo, we have a Ford Automobile
that would exohange for realestate,
Foremian Bros. electricians can tell
you all about this machine; we would
a bargain, all cash price.
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on
the easy monthly payment plan, $too
cash balance $15 per month, 6 per cent
iotefest, west end 28th street, between
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
..ves side of aftth street, 60 ft. lot.
Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy-
ing opportunity for same one wanting
good borne on easy payments just out
side the city
$250, easy payment lots on the North
side addition just west of Oak Grove.
$10 cash, balance $1 per month. Good
way to save money whether you need
a lot or not. Corner lots, $3oo each.
No interest if payment made when
due .
$60o farm on the monthly payment
plan, so acres of creek and hill land,
out of the Koerner Tennessee river
farm in Marshall county, about four
miles below Birningham, Ky. No
river front. No buildings. No clear-
ed land timber alone will be worth
the whole amount by the time the
land is paid for Buy this and have
the farm ready for you when you are
ready for it.
$400 new Mechanicsburg two-room
house near Yeiser avenue and Mill
street 40 ft. lot, well, $50 cash balance
$600 per month 6 per cent interest.
House rents for $5o0 per month Buy
it and tenant will nearly pay for it
for you.
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg ao ft.
lots, $50 cash and per month buys
all of them. You can by accepting
this proposition he buying seven lots
for only $14, per month. No trouble
to save up $10 per month and own
these lots.
$1,000 T.ot floxt5o ft. to alley north
side of Trimble street, between qth
and loth. Half cash. Good neighbor-
hood Brick walk car line.
$2o0 Acre of ground between
Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
Soo° Five acres level land covered
with trees on Hinkleville road just
East of C. C. Lee's country home.
One-third cash. Tn three years a lot
out of this land will be worth as much
as an acre now.
••••••••••••••••••••-
$1,250 20 acres, house, land, nearly
all cleated. Olivet church road, five
miles frosty -Pititscali. Cheap at the
price. All cash. No discount.
$7,400 123 acres close to Paducah.
Handsome profit he made by cutting
thin land up in small tracts of from
orte acre up. One third cash. Will
heir the closest investigation. Near
Benton road.
$850 Jefferson street lot. North side
between 13th and 14th streets. 40 ft.
Only lot at the price on Jefferson
street, east of Fountain avenue.
$.3,50 Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots,
just west of Metzer addition. Five
lots ,, to minutes from T. C. shops
and new car line, flas cash, balance
;so per month, Lots in same add4tion,
a little off the Mayfield road, from
itso to $25o each.
$400 Harrison street, 40x1e0 ft.
lots, North side, between 13th and
lath. . $50 cash, balance $5 per
month. Good "Colored settlement or
place for rentinf houses."
$130 Rowlandtown, so ft. lots. $to
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
$200.
$4.3oo Jefferson street, south-
east corner o istli street. Lot box173
Most desirable place to build double
Of apartment house. Fine 4 room
modern house built in the rear Of the
lot. House, storm stuttered. Floor
in alit. Instantaneous heater in
bath. Half cash buys this place.
$1,700 Harahan boulevard, so ft. lot
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine
lot on which to build desirable home.
Sewer, aidewalks, concrete street.
Trail cash.
$SOO Efosirah SO ft. lot, "North side
between diSt and 26 th streets. One-
fourth cal&
Silo° Fountain avenue lot, North-
west corner of Lang Pade Is a most
desirable lot ora Which to build borne.
Lang ?ark rflt be very attrac-
ere. One-thira cash.
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Show,




Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
IA. census of 1900 than they had by
the census, of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area ol
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years rar.ging; from a few hundreds 01
lou.on.ante, borne small counties, to
Od \ 'el al t,....,-sands in some of the
ot16-e..
flissi A J,:nty, in northern New York,
tor ILsi.Ince, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, In western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dile
tt icts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
ctcvlsion for public relief in farmins
counCes being small, the larger eltise
IVO ISOUght by needy persons, and Um*
conditions are reflected in the mauls*
*ensue.
The years between 1900 and 1901
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop
citation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improved conditions would be reflected
in the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
Wow York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent.
ty completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had live years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Cheenune, which iroAudes the city 01
ramira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns In the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che
mung in five years•was 2,458, and Is
Stsuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in net
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchess, which In
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, an(
which is one of the beet known of the
dairy and farming counties of th
stmts. Five years ago the populatice
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689—t
gala of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distine
Con of which is that it includes mon
prohibition territory than any othe)
county in New York, ha; increase
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during Dr.
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five yean
are Otsego, famed" for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which Includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, whici
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill,
Hamilton in the Adirondacks, Fuller
and Madison counties In the interior
and Wayne, which increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con
Unues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has as
large a proportion of counties whici
R70 falling behind in population a.
New York, that is, none of the target
states. The explanation of therm
chumps Is found probably In the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter
• In five years Schenectady hat
Jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
Lion, Rockland from 32.000 to 45,000
Niagara from 74,000 to 14,000, an
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of Nes
York has increased 21 per cent., yea
one-third of the counties have rowel
inhabitants than they had lb years
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who nu looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe
He wanted to read, but the man op
Wait. would persist in trying to talk
as the train moved 'minty along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
aeon, Isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasanUy.
, "Yes," said the student "such a
&tinge from 'the bide arid red grass
we've beep having lately!"
In the silence that followed be be
gin another chepter.
The Chugs.
e' s 1 a , " asked Mrs. Chugwater, "bow
is they work these voting machines?"
"They use oise of the cranks that
are always hanging around the Rollins
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation.—Chithgo Tribune.
Seemed to /Know.
"What." asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-produete
HI steel Industry?"
Njarnegle Illharles," promptly an-
the student from an interior
Ofl..--Chicsgo Daily News.
Husband's Itssempense.
The Comanche Indians have a law that
Nabsek runs away with another's mum
the husband b to have all his prollerty,
pat, swum intnionoshipifilaSsimp
pi _ ,je• 
Don't Spend Hit
tour Earnings
Put some abide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when op-
portunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.









Stan; and Dot Watr Hating.





















Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn
big Register office at 523 Brosdway, where the public is invited to ash
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITES
STATES.






























































CARON DIRICTORY COMM? Y\
Register Office, 523 Broadwa
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H A m By FOUR OLD TEACHERS DO
NOT WANT THEIR PLACES
HI A- BALLS
HAM BY HI-BALLS.
Are now dispensed at Mc-
Phersons Soda Fountain,
sole agent for the celebrat-
ed Dawson Water. Natural
oncptitrated and carbonat-




Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
22 22 22 22 22 it St 12 U 22 22 21 12 IS 22 it
u POPULAR WANTS.
SI 12 U t2 U /2 12 U U 22 VI 23 12 t: 22 32
WANTED--Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone cot-a.
ROBT. CARLTON, piano tuner,
old phone 317.
STRAYED—One roan mare pony.
Finder return to Charles Denker at
9ot Washington street and be reward-
ed.
"JOHNNIE ON THE SPOT"—
Messenger seriiie, operated in con-
•rection with the Charity; Club. Tele-
phone No. 629, 3o7 Kentucky avenue.
Commercial work a specialty. Jap
Toner,. Manager. 1W
FOR RENT—On July 1st, the Pa-
ducah Wagon Works building. Ma-
chinery complete. L. S. DuBois
Sons Co.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay-
ments, 'Phone 1041a. W. T. Miller
& Bro.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
12 22 22 :2 12 ft 22 22 tt 22 U U tt 12 22 22
PERSONAL MENTION. 311
22 U 22 22 22 :2 it 22 U it 12 U 22 SI U
Mr. Lee Rafalsky and wife yester-
day went to Jackson, Tenn., to visit.
Miss Mary Scott has returned from
visiting in Nashville.
Mrs. Leslie Samuels of Bardstown,
Ky.. went home yesterday after visit-
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard G Terrell.
Mrs. Leffert L. Buck of New York
returned home yesterday morning
after visiting her sister, Mrs, El-
bridge Palmer and Miss Frances
Gould.
Mrs. ta-iniiIkeed Noble-hasTeturn-
ed ?roil,- a brief visit to Mrs. Harry
G. Tandy at Dawson.
Dr King Brooks has returned from
California.
Hon. John K. Hendrick is in Madi-
sonville, Ky., on business.
Mr. Gaither Henneberger of Louis-
ville is here visiting his father, Mr.
lienry Henneberger.
Mrs. Marie Burton of Colorado
es •zprings. Colo., went to Golconda, Ill.,
yesterday after visiting her sister,
Boyd.
Mts.' Ida Timmons has gone to
Kuttawa to attned the bedside of her
sister, Mrs. Corry, who is very low
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd yester-
daY went to New York, Niagara Falls
and Jamestown.
SCHOOL TRUSTEES WILL HAV E TO SELECT FOR NEXT YEAR
AT LEAST EIGHT TEACHER S MORE THAN EMPLOYED AT
PRESENT, WHILE FOUR N OW EMPLOYED WILL NOT BE
APPLICANTS—ENUMERATI ON FORWARDED TO FRANK-
FORT YESTERDAY—CLOSIN G EXAMINATION OUTLINED.
Two of the present corps of teach-
ers of the public schools have noti-
fied the committee on examination
and course of study that they will
not be applicants for their positions
next year, while a similar notice is
expected from two more, as they
have expressed themselves as desir-
ing to discontinue their service.
Those two who have informed the,,
committeemen that they will not be
applicants to succeed themselves, are
Miss Inez Bell of the primary de-
partment at the Lee building, and
Miss Bryant of the primary depart-
ment of the Washington building.
The two others have said they did
not want their places, but they will
be considered applicants until they
officially notify the board to the con-
trary.
The committee has ten aplications
from as many people who are not
now teachers, but who want posi-
tions next scholastic year that com-
mences the second Monday in Sep-
tember. Of the ten new ones want-
ing places the most of them reside
in this city, while •all but two live
in the state.
In additionto 4ecting the same
number of teachers as are employed
this year, the board will have to
choose eight additional teachers to
fill that many new rooms to be open-
LAI next term, four in the new build-
ing to go up on North Twelfth
street, two for the Tweifth and Ja.ck-.
son street building, and two for the
McKinley school "in Mechanicsburg.
Five of the eight rooms at the Mc-
Kinley building are now used, but
two more will have to be opened
there next year to accommodate th'e
incerasingi attendance. Six of the
Longfellow building rooms are now
used. This school has been sold and
the new eight room building goes up
at Twelfth and Jackson streets
where every room will be occupied,










Last evening the committee con-
sisting of Members ,Beckenbach,
Byrd and Morris, with the latter ab-
sent, held a meeting at the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway, and
talked over with Superintendent-
(lect John Carnagey, Superintendent
Lieb and the principals of each build-
ing, the question of selecting the
teachers for the coming term. They
canvassed the situation thoroughly,
and now another conference will be
held between the committee and Mr.
Carnagey alone, at which time final
details will be gone into. Next Tus-
day night the committee will hand in
to the board in one batch, the list
of old teachers wanting their places,
again, and in another batch the list
of new ones desiring positions as
teachers. From these lists the full
board will make the selections, the
committee making no recommenda-
tion as to who shall be chosen.
These conferences now being held are
for purpose of gathering informa-
tion that can be furnished the board
Tuesday night in case any is wanted
regarding the applicants.
Census Emunerfation.
Secretary Wm. Byrd of the board
yesterday forwarded to Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction Piqua a
copy of the census enumerators work
here, showing there resides in Padu-
cah between the ages of 6 and 20
years, 6,264 people, for each one of
whom the public schools of the city
are entitled to several dollars out of
the state school funds at Frankfort.
This year's report shows a falling
off of eighty-six as compared «ith
last year.
Closing Examinations.
Next Monday morning the closing
examinations commence and last un-
til Wednesday, during which time the
students will be examined in the fol-
lowing studies on the days men-
tioned:
Monday morning: English 3b;
Mathematics, lb; Science, 3a; Latin,
2b; Science, 2a and 2b; History. la.
Monday afternoon: History, ib;
Mathematics, 3a; English, 2b; Sci-
ence, 3b; Latin, 2a.
Tuesday morning: .o.athernatica„
3b; English, ia; French, 3a; History,
2a; Latin, lb; History; lb.
Tuesday afternoon: History. 3a;
English, 2a; German, .3b; Latir la;
Mathematics, ta.
Wednesday morning: Mathematics,
2a; English. 3a; Latin, 3b; Sc!ence,
b.
Wednesday afternoon: Math( mat-
ics, 2b; German, 3a; Latin, 3a; Sci-
ence, ta; English,
Principars Brother.
Superintendent J. W. Payne of the
LaMoile, Ill., schools, arrived yester-
day morning to be the guest of his
brother, Professor E. G. Payne, prin-
cipal of the high school, until the
close of school. The visitor • is a
brainy and progressive educator rank-
ing among the leaders of Illinois, and
will address the children of the high
school tomorrow morning for their
opening exercises.
Friday morning the final opening
exercise will be an address by Prin-
cipal Payne on "A Retrospect," when
he will go over his years' association
with the pupils 4n ' in a degree bid
them farewell, as he departs for Eu-




DETECTIVE MOORE GOT HIS LIKENESS IN TWO POSI-
TIONS AT EDDYVILLE PRI SON SUNDAY — LIEUTENANT
POTTER LEFT HIS MORNI NO FOR REFORM SCHOOL
WITH DAISY KEELING—FR ANK HAYS CHARGED WITH
APPROPRIATING OTHER'S VALUABLES — BUSINESS OF
OFFICERS.
Detective T. J. Moore took Pho-•
tograph,er Riley to Eddyville Sunday
and there the latter took two pie-
tures.of Charles Keloch, the young
fellow. given eight years in the peni-
tentiary during /het:. criminal court
here in March for .brealling into
Charles Denker's saloon on North
• Eighth street and then trying to
kill Officers Dick Woods and Wm.
On when the latter intercepted Kel-
loch and his partners as they were
coming out of the burglarized store.
Kelloch did not want to have his
picture taken, and the officers had to
do A little intimidating before he
would stand still so the camera could
he snapped. The detective has the
photographer now developing the
likeness and it will be sent to 'dif-
ferent cities for adornment of ihe
rogues' galleries, as the authorities
here are confident that Kelloch is a
hardened criminal, and may be want-
ed at other places which is strength-
ened by the fact That Kelloch posi-
tively refused to have his picture
taken while in jail here.
nix; Eddyville nfententIary offic-
ials, who are good judges of crimi-
hal"; say ;t4t1t the face 'of Kelloch
indicates hardened character.
While undet•going trial here he evi-
denced the cunning and shrewdness
indicative of an old head in the mask
and pistol business.
Off to Reform School.
Lieutellant Thomas P.otter of the
GENUINE
ICRADEWA TER
police force left this morning at i:40
for Lexington with Daisy Keeling.
colored, who is to be placed in the
state reform school for several years.
She is about sixteen years of age
and cannot he managed by her moth-
er, who besought the authorities to
have her taken to this institution so
she can be prop rly trained. A
charge was lodged against the girl
by the parent and Judge Lightim
sentenced her in the juvenile co!,.
The lieutenant will be back tonight.
Watch and Monty.




WE NEVER BEFORE WERE SO WELL PREPARED! Will
To take good care of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comfortable Clothes. The cool
breezes find an easy entrance through our airy Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.. Yet for ail
their lightness, skillful Tailors' have given permanent shape to the garments that you would think
impossible in stuff so zephyr-like.. Then your size is here. Yes, even if you are one of those
large, healthy fellows that moat clothiers think it too much trouble to bother with. Wool, Crash,
Serge and Homespun Suits or Coats and Trousers.
$10, $12.50, $15.00, $18.50, $20.00, $22.56
We Certainly Fix it all Right With your Purse
The Clothing Store that Carries. •
































warranted at the instance of Mary
Averitt, who charges him with ap-
propriating to his individual use
money and a watch belonging to the
Averitt woman, who is the female
indicted by the circui court grand
jury oh the charge of running a (1!s-
orderly house on the North Side
MORE EGG STORIES.
J. R. Axon% is out with the latest but
there is no heading of Col. Avom.
He goes one better on everything
that comes around. We had a clip-
ping from a neighbor county paper
last wcek about two eggs and it was
necessary for Mr. Axom to put his
fine Mammoth Pekin ducks to work
overtime to do something better
and we believe he did it. Mr. Axotn
is a truthful man but we made him
take oath to this and we are ready
to back it to be the( truth. He
brought to us an unusually large
(luck egg: in fact, it is as large as an
ordinarily sized goose egg and within
that egg was a hard shell egg of the
size of a small hen egg. Who can
beat that?—Mayfield Monitor.
Notice to Contractors.
Plans and specifications for the
erection of two school buildings, and
the finishing of three rooms in the
McKinley school, are open for in-
spection at the Washington school,
Broadway, in Mr. Fred Hoyer's office.
Sealed bids have to be handed up
to June 4th, noon, 21 o'clock, to
W. T. BYRD, Clerk.
A.T-IST, President Board of Educa-
tion.
—Jake Biederman Grocery and Bak-
ing Co.. sell the Earthquake carpet
es.eaner and brushes.
For the most improved method of
carpet cleaning, phone 121.
Hand beat carpets are not clean.
We have a machine. Phone 121.
—Earthquake, the carpet cleaner.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in to-
day from Clarksville and departs at
once for Niashville.
Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay
by our easy terms. The
for a wheel—
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLEW' MONARCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be
in exchange.
Our reps" department
in town for Tires, Pumps.
produced. $15 00 up. Old wheels
in charge of experts. Creapest house
Saddles. etc. Remember the place
Williams Bkycie Co.
126-138 North Fifth street, Net to Kentucky Theatre.
New Books
1Vorth Reading"The Flyers," Geo. Barr eCiitcheon Nf 
"The Lady of the Decoration- very fine
"Love Letters of an Indian" 
"Graham, of Claverhouse," by Tan Maclaren; this gifted author's
last and best book So
The above are special pricees on four mighty good books.
-• .95
1.00
• w. Book osD. -E. Wilson Music Man,
At, Harbour's Dopartiosat Store
Please remember that we show a most desirable selection of late
novels and new musk at cat prices.
The City of Savannah got to St.
Louis last night and shiuld leave
there tomorrow afternoon or this af-
ternoin on her return for the Ten-
nessee river.
Late tomorrow night the steamer
Kentucky comes out of the Tennes-
see river and stays here until' 3
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
departing on her return to tha
stream.
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
COAL R EALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
I.
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